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ALEXANDER NEVSKI RANGE
LATEST RELEASES

(Designed by Dave Hutchins)
TEUTONIC FOOT

AX1 Foot Knight, sword, shield
AX2 Man at Arms, spear, shield
AX3 Foot Knight, club, shield
AX4 Man at Arms, sword, shield
AX5 Archer
AX6 Crossbowman
AX7 Man at Arms, axe, shield
AX8 Foot Knight, standard bearer
AX9 Man at Arms, spear, shield, at rest
AX10 Foot Knight, battleaxe
AX11 Foot Knight, kneeling, praying
AX12 Bishop
AX13 Priest carrying religious standard

TEUTONIC CAVALRY
AXC1 Knight, lance, shield and antler crest
AXC2 Knight, lance, shield, horned crest
AXC3 Knight, lance, shield and cross crest
AXC4 Knight, lance, shield and winged cross crest
AXC5 Knight, sword, shield
AXC6 Knight, cavalry standard
AXC7 Knight, club, shield

RUSSIAN FOOT

AX30 Man at Arms, spear, shield
AX31 Man at Arms, attacking spear, shield
AX32 Man at Arms, sword, shield

AX33 Peasant, spear, shield

AX34 Man at Arms, crossbowman

AX35 Peasant, mace, shield

AX36 Peasant, sword
AX37 Man at Arms, axe, shield

AX38 Peasant bowman

AX39 Foot Knight, double-handed battleaxe
AX40 Man at Arms, standard bearer

RUSSIAN CAVALRY

AXC30 Knight, lance, shield, squirrel head-dress
AXC31 Knight, lance, shield, flying bird head-dress
AXC32 Knight, lance, shield, flying boar's head-dress
AXC33 Cossack, lance, shield

AXC34 Knight, lance, shield, bear head-dress
AXC35 Knight, winged helmet and raised sword (Alexander

Nevsky)
AXC36 Knight, mace, shield

^ AMERICAN WARGAMERS CONTACT

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED INC.

BOX P, PINE PLAINS, NEW YORK 12567 Tel: 914-398 5166 catalog
$1.25



mn INTERNATIONAL
MODEL MAIL ORDER HOUSE

Suppliers to the British and Overseas Governments

HUMBROL BADGER AIR BRUSHES

Illustrated
is model
200

Humbrol Badger 200 Airbrush
set. Contents; 200 airbrush, air
line, power pack connector, 4
jars. power pack, instruction
leaflet and guarantee £19.54

Humbrol Badger 250 Spray Gun.
Contents: 250 spray gun, air
line. power pack connector, ?
jars, instruction leaflet £5.05

Humbroi Badger 250 Spray Gun
Set. Contents: 250 spray gun,
airline power pack connector, t
jars. power pack, instruction
leaflet £6.36

ACCESSORIES

MD 1033 Portable Air
Compressor with adaptor

£37.57

50-029 Tyre adaptor 84p

50-0052 Spare jar with
l id 19p

50-0241 Jar gaskets (3) 24p
50-200 Air regulator £2.96
50-004 On/off valve £1.12

50-001 6ft. air hose £1.69

10ft. air hose £2.16

100 XF Super fine line Air
Drush wnli cup £25.00

100 IL Super fine line Air
brush with jar £23.00

?0o2 cropeiiflin £1.10

'•2o^ propeiiani 70p

B.M.W. NOW PRESENT A GREAT NEW MONTHLY
MAGAZINE FROM JAPAN

THE KOKU FAN
This magazine is for the Model Specialist and for the pure
Enthusiast, as most of it is written in Japanese, but — wait —
this is what the July issue contained:

24 pages of colour photographs. 220 black and white photo
pictures. One pull-out colour picture of McDonnell Phantom, size
19" X 10" {can be framed). One pull-out colour picture of Bf
109E, size 19" x 10" (can also be framed). One detailed line
drawing of Globemaster 19" x 10". One detailed line drawing of
Fokker E111 13" x 10". A total of 210 pages (six pages in full
English text).

Single copies £1.40 each post paid
Subscription: 12 copies £15.20 post paid — saving £1.60

TRADE ORDERS WELCOME. NOW AVAILABLE. OCTOBER.
NOVEMBER and DECEMBER ISSUES.

AIRCRAFT

Airmodel
204 Grumman S-2E

T.'acker £1

206 Grumman E-18
Tracker £1.

Revel! 1/32nd
Mirage £2.
Skyraider £2.
Havoc 1/72 5
Aifcobra 1, 144 1
Wurhawk M44 1

W.Mcat 1'144 1
Dduntiess 1 -144 1

Hasegawa 1/32nd
Osc.„r Ki 43 £2

Matchbox 1/72
24p each
CvTrs.ii i - ME 109

Rareplanes
90p each
CuftiSS A8 Slrtk''
Republic F-84G
1 ruinderjei

AFV s

Fujimi
Valentine 1 . 76 5
Fujimi Dioramas
6 Gasmask 1 76 4

7 British Infantry 1 "'6

Hasegawa minibox
1/72nd
kutjeiwagen - BMW s car

36 p
SchwimmwogcT: •
Kt'licnkrad 36p

GREEN STUFF
Th,-' perfec:
for models 44p

PRICES STATED
in this advertisement are

as accurate as possible
as we write same, but
prices are nsmg so fast,
we can only supply from
present stock New stock
must, regretfuiiy, be at
prices cu'feni on delivery
to us

HINCHLIFFE

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC
HORSE TEAM

The harness was m use
1800-1902 with only slight
modification

Horses each £1.18
HG Near wheel Horse
HH Off Wheel horse
HI Near Centre Horse

HJ Off Centre Horse
HK Near Lead Horse

HL OH Lead Horse
Drivers • Royal Corps of
Drivers for above 89p
each.

Both hands on reins
Right hand with whip
Half turned in saddle, to
loft

HISTOREX 1/35
German
Nos 1 2 & 3 at 59p each

HINCHLIFFE
20mm RU1 2 3, 4. 5. 6
Russi.in Infantry

each 6yp
20 30 76 2irim Type 39
Russian Howitzer 78p
25mm Pnnce Rupert 27p
Genera- Fairfax 27p
ACW30, AGS each 7p

THE ULTIMATE IN KITS
T HE ELEPHANT B8mm A T GUN Model 43/2
TANK DESTROYER TIGER (P) Scale l/16th by IMAI
Full Machined brass gears — turned gun barrel — cast metal tracks
—• turned aluminium dual bearings with cast and machined suspension and
torsion bars — cast metal drive sprockets and free wheels — Turret
and Hull in plastic. This kit can, if desired, be radio controlled, radio
control equipment not included.

Price of Kit £120 plus VAT
Three ways to obtain this Kit

1. Cash less extra 5% discount.
2. Pay 110 Deoosit for this fabuloi.s kit wh'ch wil l be reserved for you
^ on receipt of your deposit Then pay the balance off to suit yourself

over the next 12 months. The kit will be sent to you on comoletion
of your payments.

3. Pay £32 DOWN and the balance by 8 monthly payments on Easy
Terms of £7.50. (The kit wiii be sent on receipt of deposit and
ccmpieted Credit Forms.)

LIQU-A-PLATE ISOPON CLEAR CAST KIT
For use with spray guns. Do your own casting Kit £3.30
Badger, etc , giving a Spares
GREAT NEW SILVER t kilo Resm and Hardener 60p
METALLIC FINISH, very re- i kilo Isopon mould rubber 80p
alistic. It can be polished i packet Sea Horses 38p
or left dull for different 1 packet Jewellery Findings 38p
metallic effects, after spray-

rnodel can be sealed with WAR GAME RULES
Special sealer. Ancient lOOO BC to AO lOOO. Now
LIQU-A-PLATE 70p per jar in third edition 70p
SEALER 70p per jar 1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and I

Do your own casting Kit £3.'
Spares
\  kilo Resin and Hardener 60

I  kilo Isopon mould rubber 8C
i packet Sea Horses 3J
1  packet Jewellery Findings 3€

WAR GAME RULES
Ancient 1000 BC to AO 1000. Now

in third edition 70p

1750-1850 for use with 20, 25 and

V.A.T.

Please add 10% to all
orders including cost of
postage and packing,
except books.
Post & Packing U.K.
Please add 10% to all
orders up to £5 (mini
mum lOp). Over £5
post free. C.O.D.

charge 45p.
Overseas Post and

Packing extra.

30mm figures, easily adapted for
I2V2 and 15mm figures 50p

1925-'l975 Infantry action. Based on
the infantry Platoon In action,
alternative scale for 54mm
figures each 50,1

1925-1950 Armour/Infantry. Has pro
visions for all aspects of tactical
land action. For '20' figures and
models 85p

Reference Books

Armies of the Macedonian & Punic
Wars. Covers period
350-150 BC £1.30

Armies & Enemies of Imperial Rome
150BC-AD600 £1.75

NEW BOOKS
Allmarks

The British Foot Guards at
Waterloo. June 1815, Bound

£3.75

Scale Model Buildings
Hardback £2.25

Paperback £1.50
European Edged Weapons

Hardback £2.35
Paperback £1.50

Aircam
S.I8 50 Famous Fighters Vol.
I I £1.25

Ian Allan
Chronicle of War at Sea Vol
( I £5.95
Warships and Navies Review

£2.75

RAF Jet Bomber Fly Past
£1. )5

Profiles 45p each
AFV 64 Armoured Personell
Garners

Aircraft 260 Avro Manchester
Warship No. 39 USS
Mississippi 60p
Ship Data No. 1. USS North
Carolina £1.20

McDonald
British Fleet and Escort
Destroyers Vol. II 95p

CATALOGUES
Revel! 30p inc. postage.
Airfix 25p inc. postage.

The HISTOREX
PYROGRAVURE Mk II
A new minature pyrogravure
for use on plast'C. It pro
vides enough heat to engrave
the plastic or proform small
transformations. The transfor
mer IS incorporated in the
plug so only 4.5v are fed to
stylus. 220/250vAC including
transformer plug £6.18

GUARDHOUSE FIGURES 54mm
THE ARMIES OF NAPOLEON
NAP 1 The Emperor Napolrion
NAP 2 Old Guard OHicer
NAP 3 Old Guard GrenaduT
NAP 4 Guarcisman - Horse

Chasseurs

NAP 5 Hussar Trooper
(Elite Co.)

NAP 6 Light Infantry Officer
THE ARMIES OF WELLINGTON
WEL 1 The Duke of Wellington
WEL 2 Line Infantry Officer
WEL 3 Line Infantry Private
WEL 4 Highland Officer
WEL 5 Highland Private
WEL 6 Light Infantry Officer
WEL 7 Light Infantry Private
WEL 8 Rifle Brigade OHicer
WEL 9 Rifle Brigade Private
WEL 10 Scots Greys Privalu
IN KIT FORM WITH FULL

ASSEMBLY AND PAINTING
GUIDE. EASY-TO-FOLLOW

KNIGHTS OF THE MIDDLE AGES

KN 1 The Black Prince
KN 2 The Dauphin of France
KN 3 Nobleman in armour 140C
KN 4 Knight in armour 1400
KN 5 Knight m armour 1415
KN 6 Knight m Transitional

armour 1330
KN 7 Knight in Crecy armour

1346

KN 8 Kmqht in Italian armour
1465

KN 9 Knight m Gothic armour
1480

KN 10 Crusader in surcoat 1200
KN 11 Knight in Helm 1250
KN 12 Knight in Crested Helm

1285
KN 13 French Crossbowman

1340-1440
KN 14 French Foot Soldier

1340-1440
KN 15 English Foot Soldier

1340-1440

ALL 45p PER KIT

HISTOREX

PLASTIC

KITS

Mounted Figures £1.50
Fool Figures 73p ^
Cannon or Howitzer £2.18 ' /ft

Cannon, Limber, team K m oj »
complete £7.45 K Ly

Caisson £2.73 M y
Caisson, team complete ^

3footfigures in same packet, spW/
same type rank position £1.50

Boxed set The Emperor's Concert £7.45
Boxed set Fnedland (Cannon, limber, two

horse team & driver, 7 foot 1 mtd. £8.41
Pyrogravure plus 1 head B 11 £4.16
Heads for pyrogravure 80p
Paints (set 8 colours) £1.37

NEW MAMELUKES

MOUNTED £1.50 each

731 Officer, Guidon Bearer.
Toug (Emblem) Bearer.
Trumpeter, Marmeluke

732. Kettle Drummer
733. Guide, Tambourine

player, Cymbalist, Jingling
Johnn ie

734a. Roustam at ease or
attention

734b. Rousiam 73p
New Series Historical Fig

ures, the pair £1.50
4 Horse Artillery team plus
2 drivers, complete £4.91

1  rank; 7 musicians, give
rank and position £3.00

Box set of Tuileries Revue
(2 mounted, 7 foot) £7.45

Boxed set gun team £7.45

HISTOREX ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE £1 post paid

BMW MODELS, 327-329 Haydons Rd., Wimbledon, London, S.W.19. Telex 928 374. 01-540 7333/4



who ever heard of a nJ
gun that cannot fire... f
doesn't accept live ammo...
or need a firearms licence!
It seems incredible — but Replica Models offer you over
40 guns that combine total realism with total safety.
Every one looks, functions — even disassembles — just
like its famous original. Whether you choose a western,
police or military model, each is precision tooled to the
highest standards of craftsmanship. Even the weight,
balance and finish are impressively authentic.

Here are just some examples from our collection.

MILITARY WESTERN

Cutaway models are for demonstration only and are not for sale

AUTOMATICS

RM 201

NAVAL LUGER

Special version of George

Luger's classic design
features longer barrel
and long range rear sight.

£18.56

BROOMHANDLE MAUSER
The fi rst successfu I j
machine pistol ever

developed. Model shown was
made specially for the German army.

£33.75

RM300

COLT .45 GOVERNMENT AUTO

Rugged automatic
made famous by G. I.'s

throughoy.t the world. ^
£16.31

Enclose large

addressed envelope

and lOp to cover

postage and administration

'  RM 400 CIVIL WAR NAVY COLT

This cap-and-ball revolver was

the most famous and widely-used side-

arm of both Union and Confederate

forces in the Civil War. £16.87

RM 103

^ I'NTLINE SPECIAL ^
Legendary long barrel arm of
Wyatt Earp. Limited production

presentation piece. 12" barrel.

£18.00

RM100

COLT PEACEMAKER iS
Fast-draw, single-action

legendary arm of the Old
West. Fabled companion of Texas

Rangers. 4%'.' barrel.
£14.58

YELLOW BOY

CARBINE

Superbly detailed copy of

the 1866 carbine. Brass frame,

without sliding dust cover on
Injection slot; spring fed Idading gate and fully

functioning lever, which feeds dummy brass
I  tmmm cartridges. £38.25

Dept WN . 34 North Street
Hailsham . Sussex.

Please send me

the foltowing
model I I

■ RM 600 A
SCHMEISSER "MP40"

I SUBMACHINE GUN
I A perfect copy of the finest, most used

submachine gun of the Second World

RM 205 §m
WALTHER PPK AUTO ^
Famous model from the

Second World War, and

still used by International

Security Agencies today. A

trim, compact double-action
automatic

RM 901

BROWNING HI-POWER \
Declared by many experts to

be one of the most reliable and

accurate of the 9mm automatics. Ill
The Hi-Power's 13 shot magazine made
it popular with military men throughout

the world. £16.00

RM 902 FRENCH

SERVICE MODEL

1935-A

A relatively lightweight

automatic favoured by the Vichy

French forces during WW II. This
popular automatic has an eight

round magazine and fires high
velocity 7.65 calibre ammunition. £14.50 /

RUSSIAN TOKAREV AUTO^^T^^^
This Russian automatic has a

calibre of 7.62, a magazine capacity ]
of 7 rounds, and a range of reputedly

over one thousand yards. Used .1^!^
extensively by Russian officers during WW II

—- £15.00

I enclose cheque/ ■■War, which really amazes the experts,
pn/rflch fnr Authentic folding stock and detachablePO/cash for I!

£ Registered in England No. 992449
Registered office as above.

32-round magazine, as used by crack
- Waffen SS and German paratroops. £50.62

NO LICENCE
REQUIRED



Badges
and Insignia of the British

Armed Services
W. E. May, W. Y. Carmen and John Tanner

This is the first complete historical record of all the badges and insignia in the three fighting
services, from the earliest regimental distinctions, which were often weapons or complete
modes of dress, to the badges worn in the forces today. There are 765 specially executed line
drawings, six colour plates and 45 black and white photographs, also four exhaustive indexes
which are perhaps the most important feature of the book. An essential reference tool, it will
be invaluable to artists, students of service history, and to all those who enjoy collecting
military insignia, //i .v Sj in, xii x- 367pp. in presentation slip case. £2l-5().

The

Ancient War Game
Charles Grant

The author of "The War Game" has now opened up a new area of interest for the wargamer
-the ancient battles of the Pharoahs, the Assyrians, the Persians, Greeks, Carthaginians and
the Romans, With meticulous attention to detail he describes the types of warrior and the
weapons they used, sets out their fighting tactics, their representative worth on the wargames
table, rules and methods of scoring casualties, and illustrates all by re-creating a few well
chosen battles. There are also chapters on the construction of terrain, the Society of
Ancients, the War Games Research Group and their rules. 160pp. 25 photographs. II line
drawings, £3-50.

A & C Black

4 Soho Square London Wi V 6AD



SOLDIER WORLD
Miniatures from the U.S.A.

K&L 20WM ACS METAL

Specify Union or Confederate
INFANTRYMEN

11 Marching lOp
12 Attention 9p
13 Charging lOp
14 Ltmging lOp
15 Standing firing lOp
16 Kneeling firing lOp
17 Running, slope anas lOp
18 Thrusting, bayonet lOp
19 Advancing lOp
110 Clubbing vrith rifle Hp
111 Loading Hp
112 Lying, firing llp
ZOUAVES

Z1 Marching Hp
Z2 Attention Hp
Z3 Charging Hp
Z4 Lunging Hp
25 Standing firing Hp
26 Kneeling Firing Hp
OFFICERS

101 Marching lOp
102 Attention 9p

103 Standing Hp
104 Charging 13p
105 Advancing ISp
STANDARD BEARERS

BBl Marching 17p
BB2 Attention 17p
BBS Charging Hp
BUGLERS

IBl Standing Hp
IB 2 Charging Hp
MOUNTED CAVALRY

CGI Guidon Bearer 25p

COl Officer, Gallop.Horse 24p
C02 Officer, walk, horse 20p
C1 Trooper, Galloping 22p
C2 Trooper, Charging 22p
03 Trooper, walk, horse 20p
G1 General,rearing horse 24p
G2 General, troting horse 24p
G3 General, standing horse 22p
G4 General, w/field glasses22p

S

CTl Trumpeter, galloping 22p
A1/5 Gun Team 5 men 40p
API 12pdr Napoleon Can, 22p
AP2 lOpdr Parrott Can, 22p
APHl 20pdr Pnrrott Can, 24p
APH2 Whitworth Cannon 24p
ALl Limber 22p

ACl Caisson 85p
6 Horse team w/liBiber 1,60

CRUBY 25mm METAL MINIATURES

ZULU YtAR OF 1812

BRITISH INFANTRY llp each
190 Regular, standing firing
191 Regular, charging
192 Regular, on guard
193 Regular, advancing
205 Regular, kneeling firing
206 Infantry Officer
207 Royal Ft, Artilleryman
BRITISH CAVAIRY 18p each
208 Dragoon Gmrd
209 17th lancer

210 Alexandra Mtd, Rifles

211 Frontier Lt, Horse

ZULU WARRIORS llp each

212 Leader, attacking
213 Warrior, stabbing
214 Warrior, charging
215 Warr, throw, assegia
216 Warr, firing musket
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Foot figures llp each
Mounted Cavalry IBp each
Specify Union of Conf,
3221 Infantry on Guard
3222 Infantry firing
3225 Infantry Advancing
3225 Infantry Officer
322P Artilleryman
V ^,4 Berdnn Sharpshooter

3227 Mtd, Trooper w/sword
5228 Mtd, Troop, w/carbine
9510 ZouKve on guard
9511 Zouavm firing
9512 Zomve kneeling
MEXICAN, U,S Jl. WAR 1847
Foot Figures llp each
Mounted P'igures 18p each
3201 US Inf, Firing
3202 IB Inf, Qn guard
3205 IE Inf, advancing
3204 IE Inf, Officer

3205 IB Inf, kneeling
3207 IE Artilleryman
3208 Mtd, IB Dragoon
3209 Mex, Inf, on guard
3210 Mex, Inf, firing
3211 Mex, Inf, advancing
3212 Mex, Inf, Officer
3213 Mex, Grenadier

3214 Mex, Artilleryman
3215 Mtd, Mex, Htissar

'  3216 Mtd, Mex, Dragoon
3218 Mtd, Mex, Lancer

Please mail all inquiries to:
SOLDIER WORLD

P.O. Box 381 (Tel: 814-944-8834)
Altoone, Penns., U.S.A. 16603

BIBSIER 54mn Miniatures

Foot figures 60p each
Mounted figures £1,80 each
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Specify Union or Confederate
dk Officer Standing
39x Officer advancing
40x Officer running
80 Bugler standing
129f Bugler advancing
Be Drummer standing
Bf Color Bearer standing 80p

134 Color Bearer running 80p
37a Kneeling firing
138 Lying firing
128 Standing firing
I3lx Infantry, walking
I30x Infantrj', running
129x Infantry, advancing
I67x Infantry in Frock coat
14x Mounted Trooper 1,80
14E Mounted Bugler 1,80
14F Mounted Guidon 1,91

7x Mtd, Gen, JEB Stuart 1,80

77x Mtd, Gen, Meade 1,80

45 Artillery Sgt,
47 Artilleryman lifting trail
49 Artilleryman elevating
50 Artilleryman w/shot
48 Artilleryman w/rammer
41 12pdr Napoleon Cannon 1,20
42 lOpdr Barrott Cannon 1,20
43 Limber 1,00

44 Caisson 1,20
WORLD WAR I

Foot Figus'^es 60p each unless
otherwise priced
FRENCH

Frl Officer firing
Fr2 Standing Firing
Fr3 Kneeling Firing
Fr4 Advancing at port
^•5 fhlling wounded
Fr6 Prone, dead
Pr7 Bayoneting
GERMAN

Grl Officer firing
Gr2 Standing firing
Gr3 Kneeling firing
Gr4 Advancing at port
Gr5 Khlling wounded
Gr6 Sitting wounded
Gr7 Surrendering
MG4 l&.ohine Gun w/3 man team

2,00

Complete Catalogue 50p seamall, £1 airmail - please pay for your orders in British Funds, British Bank
Cheques, or British Postal Money Orders, other countries may pay in their own currency, cheques or Inter
national Money Orders. PLEASE ADD 70p post and packing (on ail orders except catalogues) and excess
will be refunded. AN Miniatures and kits in die-cast metal unless otherwise noted.



miCRO UUflRPflRE
MICRO-TANKS-1/300 SCALE

1/300 scale Micro-Armour is rapidly becoming the
most popular period with wargamers and modellers,
We now stock approx. 150 different items In this
range of finely detailed lead alloy castings.

Crusader Tank

Matilda Tank

Valentine Tank

Churchill Tank

Cromwell Tank

Number Armoured Car

25 pdr.Gun(Firing)
25 pdr.GunlLimbered)
17 pdr,Gun(Firing)
6 pdr.Gun(Firing)
Daimler Scout Car
Scorpion Flail
Centaur A.R.V.

Austin Bowser

Bedford Q,L. 3 ton truck
British A9 Tank

Vickers Light Tank
White Scout Car

Stag Hound Armoured Car
2 pdr.Gun(Flring)
Quad Truck

Bishop S.P.Gun
Bofors Quad

Daimler Armoured Car

Harrington Armoured Car
Archer 17 pds. S.P.Gun
A13 Cruiser Tank

A30 Challenger
Bren Carrier

Scammell Pioneer

Scammell Breakdown Crane
Austin 3 ton Truck

Austin SOcwt. Truck

A.E.G. Mk.l Armoured Car
Morris IScwt. Radio Truck

Morris 15cwt. Bowser

Crusader III A.A.

Priest S.P.G. (3

American

Grant Tank

Sherman Tank

Stuart Tank

M3 Halftrack

% ton Jeep
155 mm Howitzer

MS Armoured Car
Sherman Firefly
Chev.L.R.D.G, Truck

MIOTank Destroyer
Ml8 Tank Destroyer
D.U.K.W.

Mack 6x6 Truck

Chev. 30cwt. Truck

German H

Pz.Kpfw.l Tank I
P2.Kpfw.11 Tank I
Pz.Kpfw.lll Tank ■ Ol
Pz.Kpfw.lV Tank F1 I
Pz,IVF2 ■
Pz.lVaus.H H
Tiger I Tank H
Tiger II Tank H
Jagdtiger H
Panther Tank H
Jagdpanther H
Stug.lll Assault Gun
Elephant
Pz.Kpfw. 4.7 cm.Pak(t)
Sd.Kfz. 7(88 Tractor)
M/C Combination
Opel Blitz 3 ton Truck
Diamler Benz 3(X)0L Truck

Pz.Kpfw. 38(t)
Sturmtiger
Opel Maultier Halftrack
Sd.Kfz. 250
Sd.Kfz. 250/8 7.5cm.L/24
Sd.Kfz. 250/9 Armoured Car O
Diamler Benz Bowser

Marder III Pak 76.2mm.(R)
Kubelwagen
Sd.Kfz.234/4 Armoured Car 7.5 Pak 40
Sd.Kfz.233 Armoured Car. 7.5 L24
Sd.Ktz. 232 Armoured Car
Sd.Kfz. 234/2 (Puma)
8.8cm Flak(Firing)
8.8cm Flak(Limbered)
5.0cm Pak 38(Firing)
7.5cm Pak 40(Firing)
8.8cm Pak 43(Firing)
Sd.Kfz.222 Armoured Car
Steyr 1500 Field Car
PzFH Wespe 105 mm S.P.Gun
Nashorn 88 mm S.P.Gun

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Marder III

Jagdpanzer Hetzer
Sturmpanzer IV
Sd.Kfz.7(0pen top)
Kettenkrad

SiG33/150 mm'S.P.G. 38lt)
37 mm A.A. S.P.G,

Sd.Kfz. 251 Halftrack

Sd.Kfz. 251H Engineers Vehicle
Sd.Kfz. 251/9 75 mm L24
Sd.Kfz. 251 /16 Flame Thrower
Sd.Kfz. 251/17 A.A. 20 mm J
Nebelwerfer /
Saurer Heavy Truck I
S.W.S. 40 Halftrack V

I 28Chui28 Church Street, Wymeswold,
Leicestershire, England.

Postage & Packing
U.K. RATES - 10% up to £3. min. 5p, Over £3 free

OVERSEAS RATES (Except U.S.A.) Surface mail 30% - Air mail 60'':

KV1 Tank

T34/76Tank
T34/85 Tank

KV2 Tank

SU 76 Assault Gun

M39 Anti-Tank Gun
JS 152 Assault Gun
BA-10M Armoured Car

Gaz Jeep
152 mm Tracked HowitzerQ
SU 85 Assault Gun

SU 122 Assault Gun

Stalin Tank

Gaz 4x6 Truck

Gaz 4x4 Truck

BT Tank

JS II Tank

Katyuska Rocket Launcher

T26 0

Ml 3/40 Tank
Sermovente 75/18
Autoblinda Armoured Car

Char 81 Tank

Hotchkiss H38 Tank

Renault Light Tank

WARGAMES RULES

LAND BATTLES

•  1000BC to lOdO'Vj ,v''. HQ)
Wars of the Hose:- "'lediirViJi iDt'caiset ;
Early Medieval 'Birmingliamf
1500-1660 2nd. editiO.n (Birmingham)
Napoleonic iL.W.S.)
1750-1850 VV.irfare (W R.G./
Americari CiV'l VVjr

(Confecir.'.'Mi; i-ii.jh Gi'inmand)

Wor,r'War li ] j nour (Bristol)
Iriiantry Aciir.:; 1925 19/b (W.R.G.)
Ai rnour/lnfai-i'V AcMjn 1925-1950
Micro-Warfaro Gnurci Foicos W.Vv'.H

(Skytrex)
Leicester Micii; w. Vu.V\'.i l

1950-1975 Armour/lr^fantry (W.R.G.)

19rn Cenru'-v r; L.W'pi tords)
Cotonidi Skirmish Rules

N.AVAL BATTLES

Greek Naval (W.R.G.f

Greek Naval v'Vartrjre (L.W.S.i
Nap(-lecnic Navt-i (Nuvwarl
American Civi' Vv.jr Ironclads (Navwar)
'Wor'd War i (Skyirexi
World War I! Navai 'Leicester)
Galactic Warfrtn; Rules

Have you been to the shop yet? We
are in WOLLATON ST.,
NOTTINGHAM near the Victoria
Centre. All items listed here and
more besides as we have many
painted and second hand figures
and equipment for you to see.

TRIREME

Boxed Wargames by Decalset
recreating the tactics and conditions
employed by the Greeks and
Periians at the time of the battle of
Salamis. For 2 to 4 players.

£3-40 $8-95

SEA STRIKE ^
An ultra modern warfare game.
Surface ships, missile systems,
submarines, espionage, military
budgets. All the problems of
warfare 1-974.

£4-60

Post free in U.K. Post free in U.K.

DECLINE & F

Huns V Goths v Vandals
all versus

The Roman Empire
If you havn't already played this
game it's time you did.

GREEK NAVAL

EXTENSION PACK

When you have mastered
TRIREME this pack gives ail the
additional complexity.

Contents

Advanced Greek Naval Rules.
2 boards for increased playing area
3 record cards

2 Athenian Triremes

2 Egyptian Triremes
4 Biremes

2 Ouadriremes

£200

Post free in UK. Post free in U.K.



Phoenix Model Developments Ltd.
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures & Scale Models etc.

ZSmm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN5 Line Infantry At the ready
BN6 Line Infantry Advancing M /
BN7 Line Infantry Standing firing ^
BN8 Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BN9 Line Infantry Officer yp9\
BN14 Light Infantry At the ready
BN15 Li^t Infantry Advancing (J [\
BN16 Lig^t Infantry Standing firing "
BN17 Light Infantry Kneeling ready BN6
BN18 Light Infantry Officer
BN19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN20 Rifle Regiment Advancing
BN21 Rifle Regiment Standing firing
BN22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN23 Rifle Regiment Officer W
BN24 Kings German Legion Hussar mounted
BN25 Light Dragoon Trooper mounted St
BN26 Scots Greys Trooper mounted 97^
BN27 Scots Greys Officer mounted 1/ Jj
BN28 Household Cavalry Trooper mounted
BN29 Heavy Dragoon Trooper mounted
BN30 Horse Artillery crew (4 Figures) BN23

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (FRENCH)
NFl Old Guard Grenadier At the ready ^ .
NF2 Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
NF3 Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
NF7 Middle/Yotmg Guard At the ready fjyyjjn ir
NF8 Middle/Young Guard Advancing
NF9 Middle/Young Guard Standing firing /7 W
NFIO Imperial Guard Officer '
NFl 1 Line Infantry FusiUer At the ready NFl
NFl2 Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
NFl3 Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
NF14 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier At the ready
NFl5 Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grenadier Advancing
NFl6 Line Infantry Voltigevur/Grenadier Standing firing
NFl7 Line Infantry Officer
NF21 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier At the ready
NF22 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Advancing
NF23 Light Infantry Voltigeur/Carabinier Standing firing
NF24 Light Infantry Officer
NF25 Foot Dragoon At the ready
NF26 Foot Dragoon Advancing 5
NF27 Foot Dragoon Standing firing
NF28 Foot Dragoon Officer "
NF29 Lancer of the Imperial Guard

(Lance not supplied)
NF30 Dragoon Trooper mounted
NF31 Dragoon Officer mounted ^
NF32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted ^P29
NF33 Cuirassier mounted

NF34 Horse Artillery Crew (4 Figures)

25mm Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
A4 9pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
A5 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

25mm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS

(Sudan Expedition 1898)
BCl British Line Infantry At the ready ^
BC2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC3 British Line Infantry Standing firing^«^W
BC4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
BC5 British Line Infantry Officer ^ )7
BC6 Highland Infantry At the ready BC12
BC7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BCIO Highland Infantry Officer ^
BCll British Lancer (Lance not supplied)^^.
BCl2 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BC13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys'Advancing
BCl 4 Dervish Standing firing MM
BCl5 Dervish Advancing M=^:,
BCl6 Dervish Cavalryman BCl '

20mm Figures
Foot figures 4 per pack — 2 Cavalrymen & 2 Horses per pack

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EPS Musketeer (Hat)
EP6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP9 Cromwellian Officer mounted

EPIO Royalist Officer mounted
EPllA Cromwellian Trooper mounted
EPllB Royalist Trooper mounted
HP 12 Drummer

EP13 Artillery crew JJ iL.
EP14 Dragoon dismounted EP14
EP15 Dragoon .mounted

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP2 Grenadier Standing
MP4 Grenadier Advancing a
MP7 Grenadier Charging I M
MPIO Musketeer Loading
MPll Musketeer Standing
MP12 Musketeer Standing firing u Tm^
MP13 Musketeer Kneeling firing '' «
MP14 Musketeer At the ready MP2
MP16 Musketeer Advancing
MP19 'Command Group' consisting of

two officers, one Drummer
and one Standard bearer. V
(Flag not supplied)

MP20 Artillery crew
MP21 Dragoon mounted F/ v)
MP22 Cavalryman mounted 0 ^
MP23 General/Officer mounted MP2l
MP24 Grenadier mounted

20mm Artillery Pieces
Packed to be assembled as required.
Al 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A3 Saker (English Civil War) ^

Inifantry packs 30p. Cavalry Packs 35p. Cannons 20 mm - 44p. 25 mm - 46p.

U.K. Post 8i Packing Rates: up to £1.25 - 16p. £1.26 to £8.00 - 35p. over £8.00 - post free

The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton, NN6 ONA. England. Telephone Northampton 810 612
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EDITORIAL
A most gratifying aspect of the "new" Newsletter is

the support given by advertisers who, in this issue, have
taken space equivalent to more than twenty pages. To
avoid any ).esseriing of editorial content there are siaigen
e*tra pages - remember too,, that each of these A4 size
sheets holds 50?^ more material than did the old Newsletter
pages. The financial reveriu'e received from advertisers
is the life-blood of5ahy journal enabling it to expand
and improve. Naturally the advertisers expect results so
that a constantly increasing circulation has to be
achieved. Readers are asked to recommend the Newsletter

to other wargamers, to act as publicity agents for what
is, after all, the "Newspaper of the Hobby",

Never before has there been such a multiplicity of
literature about mUitary matters and yet a majority of ^ Saladin armoured oar of the Queens Own
wargamers apparently are quite unawaf^, or do not take (reproduced by permission of
the trouble to find out this ^ot. A case in point Photogranhs Division, C.O.I,)
arises from Johnny Johnson's Latter in the correspondence
pages - every single item that he Wants tp know can be
foxmd in the pages of Jac Weller's "Wellington in the Peninsular" (available for the past eight years or
so); Oman's masterpiece on the Peninsular War, or in Miphael Glover's latest book, reviewed in this issue.

Also in ,t^e "Letters" pages, A.H.S.Cocks writes of a dearth of OO/HO figures but he is really complain
ing about the price of those that are available, I find this a bit unreasonable because metal wargames
figures, if anything, are uneconomically priced! In proof, many of the 25mm figures of the present TRADITION
range were originally designed by Charles Stadden at least ten years ego and marketed at two shillings each
- now they can be bought for about 8pl This, in spite of the price of their metal increasing FOURFOLD over
the past year (to say nothing of VAT, increased wages, renta, rates, etc,, etc.) So, manufacturers would
really be Justified in raising the price of an infantryman to at least 20p, to maintain a reasonable profit
margin!

Actually, things are nowhere near as bad ss .Hr,: p them. Obviously, Airfix will bring out more
figures although they might not be what he wants » so ne wsix nave to convert and these figures can be turned
into ANYTHING you want! Of course, Airfix might enlarge their figures so as to conform to the more popular
25mm scale! Then, an advert might well get a good response from those wargamers who have changed to 25mm and
now desire to sell their OO/hQ figures.

DON FEATHERSTONE.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES; CJ.fiOp. (Overseas £3.85p; U.S.A. jfll.OO)

These sums include postage, packing and, for non-sterling areas. Bank Handling charges.

ADVERTISING RATES;

Advertisement Manager,
Roland Sutton,
Tradition,
188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA.

-  Per page

"  half page

-  £9.50p.

-  £5.50p.

"  quarter page - £3.00p.

a page^size^of^ll"^x^8"™^ facilities for artwork and all adverts must be laid-out "camera-ready" tc
Classified (non-commercial) adverts - 2p (5c) per word. Subscriptions and Enquiries

Belmont-Maitland (Publishers) Ltd.
Tradition, 188 Piccadilly

London, WIV 9DA
P.O. Box 4QA

Tel: 01-734 1352



TALKING WARGAMING
Readers are invited to send in their otra,PROBLEM, RULE or ^

HINT OP THE MONTH besides their answers and comments on those ^
printed here. It is all answers this month! . H

In the May issue, J.Hardcastle asked for information on
the uniform of . Austrian artillerymen''during Napoleonic period -mM
he has got it! ■ fW

P.J.Haythornthwaite writes:- "With reference to "News- '
letter" No,146 I believe I may be able to answer the questions r
of two of your correspondents, '

accurate represen-ta tions of Austrian artillery uniforms of 1809-

Secondly, Mr.Blake's query wifn regard to the costume of the rifle detachments of the King's German
Legion, mentioned in "The Skirmish Line". In actual fact, there were no corps of the K.G.L. which resembled
the British Light Infantry, but two regiments of riflemen, known as the 1st and 2nd Light Battalions.

/

The uniform of these two corps differed considerably from those of their British counterparts, though
roughly resembling that of the 95th Hifles. The 1st Light Battalion wore the shako with a black pltune, and
single-breasted jackets with black shoulder-rolls; the 2nd, however, wore jackets with three rows of buttons
on the breast, and black shoulder-straps with black worsted tufts similar in shape to those of the battalion
companies of British Line regiments. The shakos of the 2nd wore black ball-pompoms in place of the plume.
Additional details to this brief description can be found in my forthcoming "Uniforms of Waterloo" 'Blandford
Press). , .

The figures mentioned by Mr. Blake in his excellent review will no doubt convert very easily to the
actual uniform of the K.G.L, Light Batijalions, but those wargamers with a love of authenticity should beward
of painting them to resemble the Loyal j;iVbitanian Legion, as there is now considerable evidence to suggest
that this formation wore (at least for :rt ,0f its existence) not the "stovepipe" shako, but either a
Portugese "Barretina" or British "Belg: ' pattern, both being characterised by the false front."

R.J.Leach writes:- "There is a picture in Rene North's Military Uniforms 1686-1918 (Haralyn Paperback -
published 1970. Page 59.) Replace crested helmet for bicorn (Black) green plumi- and yellow flower at base
as for Austrian Jagers. There jIso a very good artic. ,» in the Journal of the Society Napoleonic 196?,
Volume Two, Number Three. - iias a copy or access to one."

Bombardier Johnny Johnson writes:- "Artillery dress for the Austrian Artillery was the roe-deer coloured
short tunic for summer wear and a half-length mounted-pattern coat for winter.

The single breasted short tunic (summer) was light brown in colour with Ponceau-Rot facings (flame red).
This facing colour was sky-blue in the Handlanger, These Handlanger soldiers were not gunners or bombar
diers, merely labourers and protected the guns in emergencies, 'v/hen absolutely necessary they could be used
as reserve gun crews. Head dress was the bicorn worn with or without a black and gold plume. Rank being
shown by a gold-bordered edge on the bicorn. A corporal commanded 2 guns."

In the March "TALKING WARGAMING", Kike Perkins wrote on reserves in wargames. Kevin Theakstonjcomments:-
"I read with interest Mr.Perkin's grumble in March issue of "Newsletter". It seems to me that what' he
really wants is a system whereby troops get progressively tired as the battle progresses. As a solo player
(Napoleonic period) I find that I have time to include problems of ammunition supply and battle-fatigue in
my games. Hence, I have evolved a system of BATTLE FATIGUE POINTS. Points are accumulated as follows:-

One for every pe^^iod in which-a unit moves more than 50 yards, or moves on a hill.
Two for every period in which a unit has charged, routed, meleed or moved on a steep slope.

When a total of ten is reached a unit is "tired", moves at ̂  speed, and minuses one from its fire and
melee power. When fifteen is reached a unit is "very tired", moves at i speed, and minuses two from its
fire and melee power. When twenty is reached a unit is "exhausted", cannot move and minuses three from fire
and melee effect. A unit that is stationary, i.e. resting, one move restores one point, and one that rests
in a house for one move restores two (men would be able to lean on walls, or sit on boxes!)

It can be seen from these notes, then, that an attacking player will have to keep some reserves to
keep up the momentum of the attack when his forward troops become fatigued; and that a carefully chosen de
fensive position (on the crest of a steep hill, for example) will be difficult to attack, because the
attacking troops will soon become fatigued, and vulnerable to counter-attack.

It seems to me that this idea could be successfully used in battle-games in periods other than Napol
eonic; and it astonishes me that writers of "commercial" rules have not used a system like this in their
products - after all it is only human nature to get tired!"



GUEST of the MONTH

Jonathan Hibbs

In my experience 'i/illUijCix'S ilE',/3LJVTJK is unique in content
and, above all, enthusiasm. So I look forwarci to the next ump
teen issues, even thou-,'h my own warfjaming activities have, for
one reason or another, taken second place to modelling and con
verting soldiers.

At the moment I am in the middle of what you might call a
military revival - a sudden upsurge of interest at school where
vhree groups have emerged - the v/argamers, the military model
lers and the modern array enthusiasts. Having connections with
all three, my appetite for military affairs has increased. The
level -of interest among the school as a vjhole v;ill shortly offer
itself for assessment vfnen David Chandler comes to speak to the
History Society on "Napoleon as a Military Oomraander". Needless
to say this event is eagerly anticipated.

m

%-

On a more fundamental war.gamin,' problem - the recent dis
cussion over "exceptional" occuHKsrtcjSLS on the battlefield, and their connection to "realistic" ip>r ,■
Personally, I believe that the most important parts of a campaign or table-top battle arc the stra
tactics of the opposing generals. Wargaming, vrhethor on the "realistic" or "fun" level, is basica
intellectual exercise in which one man tries to get the better of another by dint of superior idea
ohe qualities of subordinate generals, and those of the armies taking part certainly should play a
in history, but only in comparatively small proportion to the basic strategy. Good armies with"a
strategy can lose a battle; inferior armies with a brilliant strategy can win: and after all, v/her
stimulation of a wargame in which the solution lies out of the q'eneral's hands to an inordinate de

regy and
lly an
s. Luck,
part, as

bad
e is the
ejree?

To take an example readily at hand; however ingenious Alan Smith's rules for Exceptional Morale (Nov.
'73) are, a good general would never make a battle plan hinging for its success on the possibility that a
unit might do "something extraordinary". Whereas such rules do cover a historical chance, at the same time
:bey provide a sort of precedent on which a general could base his strategy. One envisages the reducto ad
aosurdum in which a r treating general in a hopeless position at a time when under any other circumstances he

'to offer battle because he knows the rules give him a chance. And if he succeeds,if t lis lucky possibility allows him to break all the principles of generalship .... the defeated general
can only echo Marshal Bosciuet - "C'est magnifique, mais oe n'est pas la ruerre" - and retire into a corner
"umbling vaguely about throwing a dice at the beginning of each move on the faint chance of a thunderbolt
from heaven routing the enemy in bis next battle.

ihe trouole, as I see it, lies in the fact that once rules allow for something out of the ordinary, the
chances of that 'something" automatically increase, and it no longer becomes extra-ordinary. This applies
more relevantly to the use of a new surprise tactic - for some reason the example that springs to mind is the
Battle of Hastings 1066, when William's archers fired high into the air so that their arrows came down verti
cally on Harold's troops, and his cavalry follov/ed up with a well-timed charge. The English had no defence
against this new tactic, and it proved instrumental in their defeat because it broke dovm the invinvibility
of the houseeari's shield wall. Yet to introduce such a new tactic into a set of rules negates its surprise
factor; the enemy general is aware of its potential before battle and, since he has time to train his troops
1.0 deal with such a situation, can claim to have his own defence provisions put into the rules. Thus the
wnole point of being able to use the new tactic, and through it do "something extraordinary" is ruined.

The crux of my argument is really something of an anti-climax: the simpler the rules, the better. "Bsck
of a postcard" is perhaps somewhat extreme, but with rules along those linos, greater emphasis con be put on
strategy and the ideas of the generals, and less on individual minor points and luck - the latter of which
after all should be covered all at once in, say, t'ne dice throw used in computing morale. Of course this is
only a personal opinion, perhaps based on my own fascination more for the general princinles of warfare
for the historical quirks which make the exceptions. That is not to say that the latter do not interest me
- far from it - , but here I am more concerned with strategy and tactics than with historical interest. The
study of war strategy (and in t'".is I include the theory and practice of wargaming, even just as a hobby) is
a searcn for a series of ideal concepts whic'a - depending on circumstances (terrain, quality of troops, etc.,
but HOT luck) most of which can to a certain extent be taken into account by the general (and the better the
general, the better he measures and deserves such v-ariebles) - give victory 9 times out of 10. A simple set
of wargames rules gives full scope for the imagination: a moro complicated set, which includes provisions
for extraordinary luck and every chance happening under the sun, is by definition more restricting, and com
promises both the skill needed and the skill displayed by a successful general.

After 1660, when Charles II came to the throne, the first true English standing army was formed from
units of both Royalists and Parliamentarian troops. Charles II raised three troops of Life Guards from
amongst his Royalist fellow exiles; they wore different facings and were first known as the Kings, the
Queens and the Duke of York respectively. At the same time the Earl of Oxford formed the Royal Horse
Guards (the Blues) - eight troops of 60 men known as the Household Cavalry, these horsemen wore ourrasses,
and were armed with pistols, swords and carbines. They wore at first plumed hats, then steel caps and
finally iron lined caps and wore loose blue cloaks with small capes as weather protection.

Another innovation, was the formation of Marines, known as the Maritime Regiment they wore yellow with
red facings, grey breeches and long red stockings and they were also drilled in manning the big ships guns.
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L  GUT-OUT SHEETS^
FOR USE WITH

54mm SCALE MODEL BUILDINGS

1850 - 19^ BOOK ONE by Steve
"I M -imr

Curtis ̂

IliV
I'll

A SKIRMISH=
IWARGAMES'

Do you remember way back when t
those two Cut-Out sheets in the old

Gunfight Rules? Your letters to us
Indicated that you wanted more of

the same, so here they are. This
small book (8"x5" format) Is packed
with sketches to fit the flavour of

the period, hints on how to paint and
mount your signs and of course, the
Cut-Out sheets themselves for use

with 54mm model buildings. There

are six new sheets of posters, reward
flyers and ads and six new sheets of
signboards, plus one each hlghllght-

^  jng the best of the old sets In case

you missed them first time around.
The whole book wil l be a source of

^  delight to western model-makers
Y and wargamers alike. Bring your

:  town to I Ife with these old t
Clip- v'( a
-  Posters and Signs! ^

>  V d " V, ,

The days of glorious TH£mpn|n|j|A| , II
Empire and Colonial I ■ I ■■ At

young Winston lead- ̂ ^SKIRMISH WARGAME « m
.RULES 1850 - 1900 i|

Omdurman, his ten- ^ ̂ ||i
shot Mauser blazing. by Mike Blake, Steve Curtis, iji \\ 5!^ 11!,
Hear the nerve-tlngU jgn Colwlll and Ted Herbert.^

riding Tuaregs as they circle thTiS three Legionnaires at the waterhole. Feel the V ||
tense anticipation of your men as they prepare to meet the coming Zulu attack at \ ||
Rorke's drift. With these Colonial Rules, we even fought THE DAY DOC NEARLY DIED! Y^.
Used with 30mm or 25mm figures, these rules bring you hot, personalised, squad-level JOpj
action. Each man Is a character In his owh right. Percentages are used for al l the
calculations and the necessary 20-slded Percentage Dice are available from us. TakeanJW ̂
exciting trip back Into the last century - come back now to the glory that was Empire! ̂£3®

|by Mike Blake, Steve Curtis,
l,;_ Ian Colwlll and Ted Herbert.,

All the above are available now from: Steve Curtis

SKIRMISH WARGAME5
"THE LAZY B", 13 ST. DECUMAN'S ROAD, WATCHET, SOMERSET. TA23 OHR.

OLD WEST POSTERS & SIGNS, price 50p (213 Including airmail to USA) how can you lose?!
COLONIAL SKIRMISH RULES, price £1 (215 Including airmail to USA) same good value.
20-slded PERCENTAGE DICE (for use with Colonial Rules), price 30p per pair ^ ^

(212 Inc. airmail to USA) nl al
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SINGAPORE

Pete Charnley (R.A.F.)
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Being a dedicated wargamer and naturally keen on military studies the fall of the great British base of

Singapore to the Japanese in 1942 has always interested me. Therefore when my squadron (Ne.57 equipped with
Victor Tankers) visited Singapore in April 1972 as part of the Air Force contribution to the ANZAK force
exercise "Pale Jack" (they had refuelled No. 6 squadron Phantoms who were also on the exercise) 1 was able
to see for myself exactly how powerful the pre-invasion defences actually were.

The story of the Island's fall has been written, discussed and argued about many thousands of times by
both authors and strategists and most readers are no doubt familiar with most of the key facts relating to
it. The most crucial one of course being that all the batteries faced out to sea. Most authors however tend
to dismiss these batteries with a verbal wave of the hand or at best a scant line or two usually referring to
the large 15-inch gims. Singapore was however defended by no less than twenty odd guns varying in calibre
from 6-inch to the all powerful 15-inch I have already mentioned. At this point, a brief mention of the
Island's geography is necessary.

Singapore Island itself is approximately the same size and shape as the Isle of Wight, that is to say
a rough inverted pyramid. The city itself occupies about a quarter of the island, the rest being either
second growth jungle or agricultural. The vast naval base is inland on the north coast (facing the State of
Johore in Malaya). The island was and is connected to the mainland by a short causeway. Before the war this
used to have a bridge permitting vessels to pass but this has since been removed. Vessels wishing to enter
the Naval base had a choice of two passages either from the east or the west. The Western passages were
however only navigable to ships of shallow draught. Most of the batteries therefore were grouped either
round the eastern passage or by Keppel Harbour the commercial port. Needless to say a look at the map will
show that any ship (even the Yamato) who even attempted to run this gauntlet would have been well and truly-
blasted out of the water. To this end the batteries were only equipped with armoured piercing shells. The
sole exception to this rule being the Connaught battery on Sentosa Island - this had three 9.2 inch guns and
had thirty high explosive shells per gun. This was in case an attempt was made by a cunning foe to land on
the mass of small islands in front of it. Thus even if the batteries had faced inland they could have made



The causeway from Jahore
to Singapore Island.

Right:

Sphinx battery on Palau
Tekong Island. These two 6-
inch gun positions were part
of the defences covering the
main channel. The magazine is
in the foreground at the rear
are two gunnery control towers
The gun site were behind them.
(The guns have vanished).

m p'

Silso battery on Sentosa
Island it covered one of the

approaches to Keppel Harbour.
(2 X 6-inch guns) (gun posi
tions are covered in vegeta
tion just beneath the gunnery
control towers. (The guns are
miss ing).

Right:

The guns of Connaught
battery (5 x 9.2 inch) calibre
and manufacturers name were

still legible on the pintles.
In the foreground is an old
cannon originally mounted
outside the old officers mess.

Parts of the barracks can be

seen in the rear.

View from the main Ibek"-

out post on Mnt.Serapong.
White humps by the shore are
the remains of Connaught
battery.

Right:

Various views

of the old naval

base, most of which
has been handed

over to civilian

shipbuilding and
repair companies.
The ANZTJK force

(Australia/New
Zealand/United
Kingdom) still use
a tiny fraction of
it (H.M.S. Terror)
the HQ ANZUK force
is also at H.M.S.

Terror.

■HP

fi;L-;.=rEr'
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little contribution to the final outcome.

Unfortunately my visits to many of the- old battery sites were handicapped by our old enemy Time. (My
squadron was very busy providing support for the Phantoms). However, I was fortunate in that I was able to
scrounge a trip in one of the 103 squadrons Whirlwind helicopters. Thus I was able to at least see all of
them from the air, I forgot to bring a spare roll of film with me and thus missed a golden opportunity to
photograph nearly all of them.

Without exception nearly all of the sites visited were in very good condition. That is of course
allowing for such factors as the luxuriant tropical growth which has reclaimed many of them. Unfortunately
most of them are on outer islands and require a boat. The island I really wished to visit however was
Sentosa off Keppel Harbour mainly because it was billed by the Singapore tourist guide as "the old fortress
isle now in the process of being converted into a tourist haven." I realised only too well that these few
words meant re-change and usually not for the better.

The island was reached by a small ferry for a few cents and on the short trip I found myself crammed in
amongst a bunch of Singapore Army conscripts en-route to the Defence Force base. (Part of Sentosa is used
for military exercises). Leaving the quay and its small village I struck off under the burning tropical sun
into the hinterland. On every side amongst the trees were signs of four decades of military occupation,
vast barracks deserted and mouldering in the high humidity. These had been originally constructed to house
the artillerymen who had manned the guns defending Keppel Harbour. Indeed they had been occupied right up
until the end of 1971 by a battalion of Gurkhas until like most of the British troops in Singapore they had
left as part of Governments withdrawals East of Suez, leaving behind them ghosts and memories echoing round
the old camp.

As I previously stated Sentosa is in the process of being touristified - that is to say ruined. By
pure luck I arrived, as it were, in the nick of time for the area round Connaught battery was being con
verted into a golf course and demolition had already started. The contractors had originally attempted to
raze the site to the ground by explosives. But the massive concrete structures had defied their attempts.
Thus huge bulldozers were busy converting the shattered mortar and masonry into hills hiding them vinder

vast moiinds of earth. The three 9.2 inch guns had been dragged aside to await the eager attentions of a
scrap dealer. Needless to say I pounced upon them and drooled, I was however quite amazed how short the
barrels were for they must, despite the size of the shell, have had quite a slow velocity. Still no doubt
the pundits of the time considered that they were quite adequate.

In the centre of Sentosa was a small hill called rather ambitiously Mount Serapony, however despite its
rather modest height (some 350 feet) it gave a wonderful panorama of Singapore harbour and the outlying
islands all the way to Indonesia, Thus what must have been quite a complex of gunnery control and spotting
facilities had been built upon its summit. Under its slopes were vast caverns excavated for the storage of
ammunition, proof even against a direct hit.

The two other batteries on the island Serapong Spur and Silso I also visited, finding them a strange
mixture of obvious military wisdoms and folly. No expense had obviously been spared in this construction.
Indeed they even had facilities such as pill boxes to repel a ground attack. Whilst on the former built on
a islet some hundred yards off-shore and connected by quite an imposing concrete bridge to the main island,
I found the remains of a light railway. This led straight from the magazines under the gun platforms across
to the main island and eventually I suppose to the main arsenal under Mt. Serapony. I say eventually because
although I attempted to follow its course once on Sentosa I was thwarted by the jungle which had reclaimed
its track. What really amused me though was that the gun platforms on all these sights were open to the sky.
Therefore they were helpless against even the lightest bombing raid. Such lack of foresight was inexcusable
especially as these batteries were constructed as late as the early 1930's when the lessons for the future

use of air power were plain to see. In fact apart from the over generous use of concrete these batteries
are little changed from the design of their Victorian counterparts, examples of which can be seen at South-
sea in Hampshire. Unfortunately the guns at both Serapony Spur and Silso had disappeared. Whether or not
they had been removed recently or by the Japanese during the war (many of the islands guns were used by thern '
to defend other parts of the outer perimeter of their co-prosperity sphere) I could not tell.

Alas what should have been the climax of my Singapore visit, a trip to the site of the massive 15 guns
of Jahore battery, had to be called off thanks to the pressures of the exercise. The Phantoms and my squad
ron were departing back to their respective U.K. bases and we of the groxmd crew had to work full out. Air
craft serviceability being all important on this crucial return stage. Whether or not the site still exists
is therefore in doubt for it may well have been destroyed when the ex Royal Air Force base at Changi was ex
tended in the late 1950's (Changi was until the withdrawal the largest R.A.F. station). However, I had en
forced my fleeting visits to the other wartime relics.
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IF it Had Happened
Otherwise
Edited by J. 0. Squire
introduction by Sir John Wheeler-Bennett

If Napoleon had won at Waterloo, what would have been the consequences
for Britain? And if he had escaped to America what tumultuous effect
might this have had in the New World? If Lee had not won the Battle of
Gettysburg, or indeed the Emperor Frederick III had not had cancer,
might the First World War have been avoided ? And if a few small events
'had happened otherwise", might the French Revolution have failed utterly ?
These are some of the speculations of a distinguished group of historical
writers who dwell brilliantly and sometimes wittily on these great themes,
as well as exploring some of the more fascinating side-alleys of history.
If It Had Happened Otherwise was first published in 1932. It has been out
of print for over thirty years. This edition has a new foreword by Sir
John Wheeler-Bennett and three extra chapters by G. M. Trevelyan, Sir
Charles Petrie and A. J. P. Taylor. Trevelyan's 'If Napoleon had won the
Battle of Waterloo' (written in 1907) was said to have inspired this whole
genre of historical writing. Sir Charles' contribution on Bonnie Prince
Charlie is written with characteristic elegance and perception. A. J. P.
Taylor's piece is different in character from the others. It is the chilling,
logical connection of Archduke Ferdinand's love for his wife with the
death of 20,000,000 people.
Contents; If the Moors in Spain had won by Philip Guedalla

If Don John of Austria had married Mary Queen of Scots
by G. K. Chesterton
If Louis XVI had had an atom of firmness by Andr^ Maurois
If Drouet's cart had stuck by Flilaire Belloc
If Napoleon had escaped to America by H. A. L. Fisher
If Byron had become King of Greece by Harold Nicolson
If Lee had not won the Battle of Gettysburg by Winston S. Churchill
If Booth had missed Lincoln by Milton Waldman
If the Emperor Frederick had not had cancer by Emil Ludwig
If it had been discovered in 1930 that Bacon really did write
Shakespeare by J. C. Squire
If the (jeneral Strike had succeeded by Ronald Knox
If Napoleon had won the Battle of Waterloo by G. M. Trevelyan
If Bonnie Prince Charlie had gone on from Derby by Sir
Charles Petrie

If Archduke Ferdinand had not loved his wife by A. J. P. Taylor

^ f
i. *

Above: Napoleon shortly after his landing in America. The Emperor was furious
to find that the Americans thought their General Andrew Jackson a greater
commander than him. He angrily informed an American audience: If Jackson
had a thousand men and I had fifty, 1 tell youT would beat Jackson ten times
in eleven, no. I am too modest, eleven times in eleven.' These boasts of military
brilliance were not borne out by Napoleon's campaign against the British in
Canada. .However, his old genius returned during his astounding series of South
Arnerican campaigns in which he carved himself out an Empire larger than his
European one. Napoleon's undoing was the lure of his old adversary - Britain.
As the Emperor told a close companion: 'Something whispers to my heart that
the Battle of Waterloo will be avenged on the Plains of Bengal.' This fixation
probably led to an expedition as extraordinary and adventurous as any in
history ... If Napoleon had escaped to America by H. A. L. Fisher

COUNSELS of WAR

I. Jopson

Recently I ceme across these books, published
by Sidgwick and Jackson, and thought it may interest
other warganiers. Seems to me I remember some of the
pieces have been published recently in the now de
funct magazine "History Makers".

Looking: at it there are a number of i'tems which
give birth to flights of wargame fantasy i.e.
Napoleon wins '..•aterloo. It has often been refought,
but has anybody ever followed it up with a campaign?

Napoleon escapes to America. Great possibili
ties here, against Canada, U.S.A., Mexico the rising
South .American Republics with Bolivia. Lee losing
Gettysbur;: and t'ne follow up campaign.

I could go on for o.ges, and there is enough
other material to keep an active v/ar.eamer going for
years if necessary.

On the same track, try readin.;;: Michael Moorcocks
"Varlord of the Air", 1973, and the Empire still .go
ing strong. No aircraft, airships all over the
place, native uprisinTs. Anybody tried fighting
NorId War II without tanks? Just goes to show what
can be done with a little imagination!
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PROBLEMS IN RAISING COLONIAL ARMIES

PART II - ASKARIS

(Editor/Publisher of the magazine "Savage and Soldier")

figures for native armies. In this article I will continue to

Scruby used to make some Egyptian and even French Askaris in

figures available anywhere for the different French tirailleurs
are Zouaves. Suren has Egyptians of the 1880s, but all in all, I
in any scale, there are not enough Askari figures to build the j
type of Colonial expeditionary forces that actually fought in
Africa. There are no German Askaris for East Africa, Togoland
and the Cameroons, no French, Gold Coast or Nigerian Hausas, no \

The few figures that do exist are not always suitable for con-

I do not think that figure makers are entirely at fault. The probleoi is the wargamer's conception of
the Colonial period as a European show. The conquests were European conquests, the armies were part of
European armies, but the troops were mostly "native." The interest in the Indian army has provided a much
wider range of Sepoys for the wargamer (even if the earlier periods of the Sikh Wgrs and the Indian Mutiny
are neglected). For those who fight African wars African Askaris are absolutely necessar;.', I do not think
that most Colonial wargamers realise that most major and all minor campaigns were fought with predominantly
Askari forces. Nor do I think that they realise the extent to which they under-estimate Askari fighting
ability. This article, then, will be more historical than the last. It will try to identify some of the
misconceptions regarding Askaris and offer a re-interpretation.

First, the campaigns. In the nineteenth century to maintain the Empires solely by European troops ex
ported from the Mother country, or raised among settlers was expensive and unrealistic. The maintainence
of law and order, protection of frontiers, and extension of Colonial administration was beyond the scope of
European armies alone, facing as they did the threat of war with other major European powers. Native forces
who were cheaper to raise, train and maintain had to be used. At first they were used only in their own
areas, but later they were found to be good reinforcements for the Empire and were sent to other parts of
the globe. Thus Indians were sent to the S".' ian, Uganda, Nyasaland and Somaliland, West Indians to West
Africa, Central Africans to Ashanti, Senegalese and Algerians to Mexico, Madagascar and Indo-China, Niger
ians and Gold Coasters to Tanganyika.

Britain did have some major campaigns that were almost entirely Askari-less, or included only a few
hastily raised levies. The Zulu W' .nd many preceeding Kaffir Wars, the Ashanti War of 1874 (which did
have some West Indians), the Egy; -an and first Sudan Wars (which did have some Indiaiis). But increasingly
their conquests were made by veteran, disciplined, Askari armies. Ashanti in 1900 as well as all the
Ashanti Wars before 1874, Uganda, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Nyasaland, Somaliland, and the Southern Sudan were
conquered and pacified by Askaris without the aid of British regulars. And remember, the re-conquest of
the Sudan included only one British brigade along with three Egyptian Army brigades. Only with Faidherbe's
formation of a Senagalese force in the 1850s was France able to extend her control over Senegal and ulti
mately over all of the Western Sudan. In fact more battles were fought and more land conquered by the
Senegalese tirailleurs and other native African troops than by the Foreign Legion or the Marines. The
Belgians in the Congo and the Sudan, the Germans in East Africa and the Cameroons used no regular European
troops aside from occasional Naval parties. Purely from an historical point of view, then, wargamers must
give a greater place to Askaris in.their own armies.

Second, fighting ability. You will often hear wargamers repeat contemporary journalists who describe
Askaris as "slovenly," "lazy," "cowardly," "docile," or "dog-like." These opinions are given further
weight by various military men. One officer, who never served with them claimed of the Sudanese soldier,
"doglike he will turn to lick the hand that has beaten him...to attempt to treat such men as ordinary
British soldiers is to court complete failure." And I once heard a former Kenyan B.C. criticise the Ugandan
battalions of the K.A.R. not just because they were Africans, but because they had been further "ruined" by
the addition of a bagpipe band! After all, what are the Scots but the first "native" race to be recruited
into the British army? And under white officers some of them did rather well.

It is important to remember that most contemporary accounts of African Askaris come from men who had
little or no working contact with the men. They were journalists who either did not serve in the army, or
served only in the British regiments in the African campaigns. On the rare occasions we do hear from
officers attached to Askari units the evaluation is much different and more favourable.

We must remember that different Askari units were better than others. This depended not just on their
officers, but the quality of their training, the quality of their equipment, and the number of veterans in
service. Surely not all were well trained: the first Senegalese, Stanley's Belgian Askaris, Lugard and
Portal's Swahilis, and some of the ad hoc units of the Ashanti and Zulu Wars were barely trained at all.
These are examples from the early days of African Askari armies, when units were just being formed and the
Empires were just beginning to realise they needed a good permanent force in Africa. In West Africa the
Hausas provided both French and British with some of their best troops, and the Senegalese were the French
equivalent of the Sudanese. In East Africa Sudanese veterans from the old and new Egyptian army, as well
as former Mahdists were recruited into both British and German forces.

The fact that some peoples were considered more martial than others did not mean that all other Askari



troops were worse than they. Most wargamers have nothing but contempt for the Egyptians-, confusing the con
script troops of Hicks and Baker with the fully disciplined soldiers of Wood and Kitchener. Though the
Sudanese battalions seemed to have been the best troops of the new Egyptian army, the Egyptians should not be
so scorned. Nor should the East African Askaris of the K.A.R. once their core of Sudanese veterans were re
placed by local recruits. For the knowledge and experience of veterans did much to raise the quality of the
new recruits quickly. The frequent campaigns of the K.A.R. and the German Askaris prior to the war ensured
that those troops in East Africa in 1914 were professionals and veterans.

Initiative, experience, courage are all factors that varied from unit to unit, but they were generally
high in the more experienced West Indian, West African, Sudanese and East African troops.^ We have^^often
heard complaints about deficient fire-discipline among Askaris - especially second and third hand "I heard
it said" reports of the excited nature of Sudanese firing at Omdurman. These reports are not altogether
false, but they are highly exaggerated and generalised. I doubt that Askaris, or any other nation for tha
matter, at any time before World War I were comparable to the British firing line, which as the Germans found
at Mons, was devastatingly impressive. Yet this too varied, and for different reasons. In the less access
ible outposts, especially in the heart of East and Central Africa, ammunition supplies were so low that very
little could be spared for target practice. The famous "volley" or "native" sights of the Askari Martinis
(sights fixed at a set distance and incapable of adjustment) were not set on the rifles so much because the
Askari's ignored them, as usually they were not trained to use them. Up until World War I Askaris invari
ably were issued obsolete rifles: Sniders when the British army had Martinis, Martinis when they had Lee-
Metfords, Lee-Metfords when they had Lee-Enfields. The K.A.R. used Martini-Enfields up until 1906,_and some
German Askari companies were still armed with the black-powder 1871 Mauser at the outbreak of the First
World War. Only with the war were all units on active service issued the SMLE. With improved rifles and
increased supplies of ammunition for practice the effectiveness of Askari fire-power improved. During the
war the fire-discipline of the K.A.R. was equal to any British regular regiment.

Both the British and the Germans found that much more could be done with Askaris during the war than
had been previously allowed. Early British failures in East Africa can be attributed in part to their re
fusal to use the experienced troops of the K.A.R., and in part to their underestimation of German Askaris.
The South African commander Vgn Deventer scorned Askaris as much as he scorned trenches and earthworks.
Prior to a German attack the chief of British Intelligence (who had served with the K.A.R. and had constant
ly advised their use) asked Van Deventer, "'Are you well dug in,' no reply. 'For God's sake do not despise
the enemy,' I said. 'Damned Kaffirs,' says he." When the attack came the South Africans, un-dug in, took
a pasting from the German Askaris.

It was finally realised that only Askaris could be really relied upon to fight the war in East Africa.
The K.A.R. was expanded and West Africans brought in. The quality of the new recruits on both sides varied,
especially as experienced soldiers died. At some points neither the German nor the British Askaris were as
good as they had been when the war began. But the conditions of constant campaigning made for quick lead
ing and the quality never dropped very far, nor did it drop for long. After the war an officer of a Britis.i
unit wrote of the K.A.R., "we could not have wished for a stouter, nor a more faithful regiment to light
alongside." In fact Askaris often compared highly against European troops, and Lord Lugard worried about
the effect of the war when the Askari "has seen white men budge when he has stood fast."

As an article for a wargames magazine this may seem over long. As a re-evaluation of Askaris it is
too short. Perhaps in wargame rules a classification system should be adopted whereby Askari units woiia be
graded according to the period they fought in. Three ranks of High, Average and Low could be adopted. Those
rated High would have better fire-power and morale due to better weapons, training and experience, -hey may
even be as good or better than inexperienced, average, or unacclimated European troops (a classification
that should certainly be adopted for the German East campaign). I would suggest that some Sudanese battal
ions of the Egyptian army prior to I884 would be Average and some Low. In the re-conquest some Sudanese
would be High while the rest of the Egyptian army would be Average. In World War I the original four batta
lions of the K.A.R., plus the original German Askaris High, while later units Average. At any rate I hope
by now that the reputation of Askaris has been vindicated for those who have had little respect for them.
Surely rules should be revised, and perhaps - and this is a hope that is almost a prayer - figure makers
will include Askaris in those lines that ignore them entirely, and extend those lines where they already
exist*

Sources used for this article:

Crowder, M., West Africa Under Colonial Rule, Northwestern, I968. (Good for an overview).
Mockler-Perryman, "The Story of the ganda Fhitiny*" MacMillan*s Magazine, August 189d*
Moyse-Bartlett, Lt.-Col.H., The King's African Rifles, Aldershot, 1957.
Sibley, Magj- J.R., Tanganyikan Guerilla, N.Y., 1971.

Other sources useful on Askaris:

Clifford H., The Gold Coast Regiment in the East African Campaign, London, 1920.
Davis S.C..Rhservoirs of Men: A History of the Troops of French West Africa, Geneva, 1954.
Downes, With the Nigerians in German East Africa, London, 1919.
Flament, F., La Force Publigue de sa Naissance a 1914, Bruxelles, 1953 (Belgian Congoj.
Haywood, A. & Clarke, F.A.S., The History of the Royal West African Field Force, London, 1964.
Hinde, S., The Fall of the Congo Arabs, London 1897 and Negro Universities reprint ^Belgians;.
Jardine, D., The Mad Mullah of Somaliland, London 1923 and Negro Universities Press reprint.
Johnson, D.H. "The Egyptian Army 1886-T896", Savage and Soldier VII, No.3, 1974 (forthcoming).
Johnson D.H., "The Uganda Rifles," Savage and Soldier, V, No.3. 1970. ^ „
Vandeleur, S., Campaigning in the Upner Nile and Niger, London 1898 & Frank Cass reprint (a goo^ com

parison of Askari campaigijing in Uganda and Nigeria;.
von Lettow-Vorbeck, P., My Reminiscences of East Africa. London, (Germans).
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2 Bridle Parade, Bridle Road, Shirley, Croydon CRO 8HA

NEW GLASS DISPLAY CASES with wood bases, thin black edging
to glass corners, a high quality product.

Type, int. dimen. (approx.) and Price (including VAT):
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HISTOREX. We stock alt of the range and can supply any horse
position from stock with a mounted kit. We have one of the largest
stocks of Historex spares in the Home Counties, S.A.E. for spares
list. IVlounted kits £1.65. Foot kits 80p. Htstorex catalogue 90p
(post free). ARMOUR ACCESSORIES. New W.W. I I Germans at
65p per kit. No. 1. Running, jackboots, helmet. No. 2. Standing,
gaiters, helmet. No, 3. Kneeling, jackboots, helmet.,

LASSET. Ail the new figures and a complete stock of all 54mm foot
and mounted. S.A.E. for list. Mounted £4.75. Foot £1.20.

SANDERSON. All stocked including SN102, Girl in hip bath, SAN28,
Cavalier sitting position, SAN2, Norman foot soldier standing with
shield and sword. All at 95p each. S.A.E. for list.

MINOT 30mm and GARRISON 25mm. All are stocked and all new
figures as released. S.A.E. for list.

HINCHLIFFE. The complete stock carried including the new 75mm
figures by Ray Lamb. See Hinchliffe advertisement in this issue for
the new releases or send for the New Catalogue 50p (post 5p);
while list 6p (post 3p/.

SERIES 77. New 54mm kits. Stage One. British Life Guards 1660-
1973; 1/1 Gentleman, Horse Guards 1660; 1/2 Trooper Horse Guards
1684; 1/3 Officer Lite Guards 1816; 1/4 Trooper Life Guards 1833;
1/5 Trooper Life Guards 1939-45; 1/6 Trooper Life Guards 1973.
All kits £1.45 each. Miniature Bust Kits. B1/1 Napoleon 1815; B1/2
Saxon Guard Officer 1900, both at £1.70 each. Trophy of Arms Kits.
Landsknecht 16th century. T1/1 Armour £2.45; Tl/2 Pole-arms £1.95;
n/3 Musket £1.55; T1/4 crossbow £1.15; T1/5 Swords 75p. Send
S.A.E. for list ot ail Series 77. We stock all the figures by Pat Bird,
OTHER FIGURES AND KITS by: Rose, Trophy Miniatures. Men 0'
War Phoenix (catalogue 12p), S.E.G.O.M. (free list, post 3p). Mono
gram, Airfix, Revell, Tamiya kits. Campaign, Humbrol and Historex
paints, and many things for the military modeller.

TROPHY. Al l 54mm in kits. Foot: Welsh Bowmen at Crecy £1,
French Musketeer 1665 90p, Landsknecht £1, Samurai £2.20.
Ii/lounted: 13c Knight £2.25, Byzantine Cavalryman £2.25, Marshal
Ney £2.25, Mural and ADC £4, Samurai £3.65, Sythian Cavalryman
£2.50.

STADDEN 54mm foot catalogue 20p (post 4p). Mounted Kits £1.90,
Stadden 99 £2.80. S.A.E. for list. 30mm list 15p (post 4p).

JACKBOOT full range of W.W.II carried, list S.A.E.
BOOKS. NEW from Sphere: 1815 'The Armies at Waterloo' by Ugo
Pericoli, good value at £2.95, post 15p. A wide range of books in
stock by Osprey, Almark, Biandford, Arms & Armour, Funcken in
cluding the English version of 'Uniforms of the Napoleonic Wars'
Vols. 1 & 2 £2.75 each (post 25p for one or two books). PAINTS.
New Horse Colours from Campaign at 45p a set (post 12p),

AMERICAN FIGURES now in stock by Imrie/Risley, Cavalier, Bugle
& Guidon, Old Guard, Vallance and Valiant. In the near future we
will be the only model shop in England selling a New set of
6-inch figures from Canada retailing at about £4.50, subjects range
from Ancient Greeks to Napoleonic, Look for more details
next month.

ANIMATING and PAINTING. We stock some painted figures but
most of our work is by clients' commission - all work to exhibition
standard, even 25mm, DIORAMAS by arrangement, to client require
ments. Our charges for a 'Wargame' standard of painting (25mm
only) are half our normal rate. S.A.E. for list indicating your pre-
f 01*0^00 ,

GREENWOOD & BALL NEW Catalogue 40p, post 5p

MAIL ORDERS. P.&P. U.K. only, -o
up to £3 12p, over £3 FREE. a'
Overseas mail (Surface) add -ol

20%.

Shop hours 9.15 to 6.00.
Sundays 10.00 to 1.00.

Closed Monday.

Easy Parking.

Why not visit us? The map
should help you find us.

^20'

" Wickham Rd'

PETER LAING Tel: 29911 (STD 0892)
11 Bounds Oak Way, Southborough, Timbridge Wells, Kent. TN4 OUB

I R METAL Weal for Wargamas + Dioramas (Scale 1:120)
I V mm FIGURES

Peter Laing now markets over 330 items in 15mm, giving wide scope

to wargsuoers and diorama makers.

These individually cast metal figures cover foot, artillery and

cavalry. Foot figures 4p> mounted figures 8p, artillery 12p. Send

long S.A.E. for full price list and. sample figure (state preference).

Periods at present covered*

Ancients...Feudals...English Civil War...Marlhurian...American Pevolution.

Crimean War.. .Colonials.. .World War..!.



?'!ORE ABOUT THE "NAPOLEONIC liYiH"

his own particular favourite. For one man it is elephants and

in so many respects it was a turning point in the method of ^

of'the art of conflict. A master had placed his imprint on it
for all time. Coming down to details the aspects of the
■'ar.oleonio wargame that appeal to me are:-

idea of trainin,.; troops of this kind had its beginning
in li:e American War of 1 ndeiiendence). H W w

^he u-e of Eor ^ > ., • ? —
a new arm to the battlefield,

c) The technical improvements to artillery generally, in- ips.
cludinr the invention of shrapnel shells, and its ms.jsed use to . .1- .- _ .. _=3*
break up infantry formations.

d) Host important, I think for the wargamer, the developmen" of a Staff and Command^^system first by toe
French and later by other countries, bringing into being the orgaiiisation of armies a -^rp- Division
Brigade - basis which lasted certainly until World War II. This gives great scope for strategy, planning,
delegation to subordinate commanders and the display of initiative oy them - or otherwise. one unreal
of the all-seeing General can be diminished by the use of advance orders and tne employment 01 couriers
notify changes of plan.

Finally I cannot agree that the British have such an inbuilt advantage in wargamcs of this coriod. --
is o'-'course'true that Wellin.cton with his eye for ground defeated French attacks in the Feninsular time ana
again by hitting the French with well disciplined fire from troops in line before the enemy had time to de- ^
nlov "+h=r -en-^rals we-e not so successful. Moore was out-manoeuvred and we could not have susta.ned marg
"victories" like Albuera. In the Waterloo campaign Wellington was out-generalled and if de Beoecque hac no-
a-'-'fied o-de-" and guatre Bras the British might never have been able to concentrate at Mont at Jean.
Even so Weilinrton's lack of appreciation of the true value of artillery end the poor standard of training0: training
Even so V/eiiini-ton* g iacK oi arprecia i-ion 'ji uict . . • • j i
and discipline of the cavalry saw his Army brought to the edge of defeat in spite o. nis own mspired le.d- -
shin at a tactical level and the doggedness of the British and Allied infantry. Only the srr.va.. o. the
Prussians on Hanolocn's ri;-ht flank saved Brussels and pe-haps the Allied coalition.

Dick Mitchell.

I am not a Wauoleonio "diehard"; it is not even my favourite wargamine period but as it was my first
major period and because I am still fond of a Napoleonic battle I thought I should air my views on .ne =ubjev
that Napoleonic warfare is "special".

I find the Napoleonic rcriod interesting simply because of the scope it gives to ^ne wargamer. Battles
can be fought in the cold wastes of th.e Steppes or in the deserts of Egypt oesides in Europe. ihere else,
excert in World War II, can you -et such a variety of theatres of war?

t think that the -lanoleonic period is "special" because of the transition of tactics curing the P®ricd;
skirmishers anpeared in greater numbers; the importance of artillery; the re-ciscovery of the value of the
lance- the supremacy of line against column and the fact that, in square, in.an.ry was superior to cavalry.Srv^lue or?Ines of communications was realised by Wellington in Spain as was the value of guerilla warfare

1 agree with some of the points put forward by Messrs Zaal and O'Brien - 1 don't use the 'Pange sticks'-  vir'ually the same reasons as Mr. O'Brien pointed out. Yet, if the .-renen were so in.er 0. as Mr.Zaal
says t how did they dominate Europe for such a long time? The defeat of the French at Waterloo can be put
down to the inferiority of the column avsinst, the line but there are other factors such as Napoleon being a
sick man at the time of the battle so that there was a decentralisation of command.

I am not a "diehard" and I prefer the English Civil War period to the Napoleonic era; above all, ration
al discussion can only better wargamin.g.

Philip Ashworth.

I am interested in many periods of military history and I can understand Noel Zaal's liking for the
American War of Independence; all periods have their own special qualities, but Napoleonics have more inter
esting ones!

Noel talked about the limitations of tactics in Napoleonic warfare but this is true of any period; a
commander is limited in his battlefield tactics. There may have been freer movement during the American ar
of Independence but in the end the muskets forced some sort of linear tactics. In this I^ bn+h sides
o-en tactics would not force decisive results, Noel says that in the American 'War 01 Independence, both sideswould and ?oroe a situation favourable to themselves. This is true of any intelligent commander who wiU
always try to gain some advantage for his troops,

I think Noel Zaal gives too much credit to the British, it was only under Wellington against some^infer-
ior French commander that they were invincible. Napoleon so nearly beat '



IH MOPgHW TERMS - A CAI'irAISH IH

Ron Miles

PART THREE

When hostile aircraft are in the same square or / "'

Recce plane and it wishes to avoid action, it may ^
do so provided it turns in the direction of its own £^~'_ | Tfc—
base. Fighters only carry enough fuel for 6 passes x" <
at aircraft and only enough ammunition for 4 attacks. m ^ '
Bombers have unlimited ammunition. When a pass is I
made at the enemy, he may evade, then when attacker h ^ _
fires he deducts 1 from his dice. 3 strikes to I .-i_ /shoot dovm a ^re^cumulative. ^

This information, together with times of dawn
and dusk, date, to the opening of the campaign, was
sent to the commanders for them to send back initial
dispositions and standing orders. First back and of course needed first, was the German. He was obviously
playing cool, and not putting everything in the shop v/indow and was going to v^ait and see, then counter
attack. Patrols and Reconnaissance were to be maintained, air patrols durinf- the day, ships at night, whil;
a strike force was to be airborne at dawn and dusk.

SEPTEMBER 1st - Opening of Campaign.

0500 hrs

0510 "

0515 "

0550 "

0532 "

0630 "

0633 "

6 Hurricanes take off.

German strike force take off to patrol.
"  naval force on night patrol return to base.
"  fighters on alert - minute to scramble.

British strike force T.O. jawn - weather clear and fine. Fighter ramrod approach coast
of Rhodes. 3 High, 5 low, not detected until coast was crossed. German Fighters scramble
- 1 Recce plane on apron at Kallithea Airfield.
3 Hurricanes strafe ' rfield - destroy Recce plane as it attempts to take off. 'A'
Flight Hurricanef ./e on ME 1093 strugg;ling to make height - shoots dovm two fbr the loss
of one Hurricane. 'B' Flight joined in the attack on the remaining 109 which eascaped.
British strike force arrive over Rhodes City from east achieving surprise. No A.A. fire
- reporting back on ships seen.
Attack Kallithea Airfield - minor damage only caused whilst 2 Bostons were damaged by L.A.
A. fire.

German indent for a radar set; British indent for 3.7" A.A. gun battery to act in A/T role. A-radar set
was located at Athens; it was an old set but was available immediately. 3*7" A.A. gun battery was available,
stationed in Alexandria. No armour piercing ammunition was available.

19.30 hrs - Dusk patrols by both sides revealed nothing.

SEPTEMBER 2nd.

Normal patrols revealed to British that German ships had been oiit on night patrol.

O85O hrs - British forces started embarking.
1050 " - Weather started to deteriorate.
1230 " - 1 JH 52 sent to Athens for radar set. Aie to arrive Lindos 19.30 hours.
1330 " - 1 ME 109 replacement arrived Samos.
1530 " - V/eather deteriorated to gale force winds. Operation cancelled 24 hours.

SEPTEMBER

Weather - Stormy and cloudy - poor visibility. Reconnaissance revealed nothing to either side. Site
being prepared for radar station. By 2000 hours radar set operating on mobile generator, fitfully - work
all night to improve reception.

SEPTEMBER 4th.

Weather improving. O5OO hours British reconnaissance take off. Observed by radar, who informed German
Destroyers, who engaged British Recce force, damaging 1 plane, forcing it away. German Recce revealed no
thing.

0900 hrs - Armada sailed.
1400 " - German radar observed blips - Wgcoe planes despatched to confirm.
1500 " - Radar confirms naval and air activity, then breaks down.



2100 hrs

1915 "

Radar set opernting briefly confirms naval activity closing Rhodes Island. All Serman
forces alerted. Germans are to co-ordinate a Destroyer and air strike on convoy at dusk.
Cruiser and E Boats sail from Samos. E.T.A. Rhodes by O5OO hours on Sth.
German naval and air forces strike at convoy. Fighters on both sides take on each other,
so letting German Bombers through to attack transports - 2 Hurricanes shot down, 1 ME 110
badly damaged and 1 slightly damaged. 3 German Destroyers diverged to split British fire.
Norfolk opened fire falling short. British lead Destroyer Onslow came under fire whilst
Norfolk split her fire, falling short again.

3rd fire round and Norfolk got a near miss on German KAAS as the first wave of Bombers came
in. Georg Thiele obtained 3 hits on Onslow as that ship swung right handed and fired
torpedoes (missed). Ajax and Orion and convoy flanks opened fired (short). l.A. fire
forced one plane to drop bombs harmlessly in the sea. Dive bomber attacks were pressed
home and 1 hit was made on transport. Torpedo bombers appeared on flanks as bombers re
turned for second run. German destroyers fired torpedoes whilst crossing "T" of convoy.
Ajax scored a hit on Anton Schmidt, whilst Norfolk hit MAAS with an 8" shell, Osborn in
tercepted several torpedoes and sank.

1st Flight aircraft all missed, and several a/C were hit by A/A fire - 1 shot down. 2nd
Flight however had better luck, getting a hit on one transport and sinking the one previous
ly hit. A/C torpedoes claimed a? ither transport and hit on the Cruiser Orion. A final
flurry of gunfire as German forces broke off the action, resulted in German Destroyers
getting the vrorst of it.

,'otal Damage and Losses: Lost 1 JU 87

Damaged 5 liS HQS
5 JU Sfs
1 JU 88

Light damage to Georg Thiele, slightly more on
TiAS, but Anton Schmidt was badly damaged and was
sent to Samos for extensive repairs.

2 Hurricanes

1 Destroyer (Onslow)
2 Transports (300 men)
2 Transports
1 Cruiser (Orion)
1 Cruiser (Norfolk.

Damaged

Lt.damage

'IGHT OF 4th.

British raid airfields on Rhodes. At Kallitheo,
they hit an ammunition dump - which blew up. No
other damace. L.A.A. fire - no effect.

-  /

The 3.7" battery arrived in Cyprus, the trans-
Tjort was commandeered to replace one of those lost.
1:0 other ships were available, or any other-replace
ments either.

GAVm OF 5 th.

During the night of 4/5th the British Commander
ordered Norfolk, Cossack and Kimberley towards
Ihodes City to intercept possible naval attack
whilst the' landings were to be covered by Ajax,
llelvin, Obdurate and aircraft.

German naval forces effected temporary repairs to Ih.AS and Georg Thiele, which linked with the newly
arrived E Boats. They then proceeded along the coast, close in, in an effort to close the landings and Jo
as much damage as possible but Norfolk's radar detected them, just after dawn. Norfolk opened fire at
extreme range, gaining 2 hits on MAAS, with 8" shells, much to the disgust of the German Commander, surprise
gone, Germans split forces, the Destroyer moving out to entice British ships away, to enable E Boats to slip
th-rough. British gunnery was superb, for a change, Norfolk getting 2 more hits on MAAS, which by now had
slowed down and was turning away, ^'he British Destroyers moved to cut off B Boats getting a hit on one of
them immediately.

More hits were obtained on E Boats, which now realising that there was no hope of getting through,
tried to tornedo their tormentors. Cossack was lucky, having stopped to go astern for fear of going aground,
when two torpedoes just missed the bow. Norfolk's secondary armament was engaging E Boats by now, which were
being very roughly handled. At this the German Georg Thiele made smoke to cover a getaway and the surviving
boats then withdrew. The British boats having suffered only minor damaged refused to be drawn away. Fairly
heavy mist was by now shrouding the coast line, and aircraft patrols revealed nothing.

30 minutes after dawn British forces made a landing at Kallithea, due to the mist, the-initial bombaru-
raent was cancelled. Surprise was complete. A German 5-man patrol was captured, only one shot being fired,
which alerted the garrison, who offered very little resistance, before withdrawing. By 1000 horas the first
tanks were ashore and patrols pushed out to enlarge perimeter and gain the heights dominating the landing
area. The first clash and ambush resulted in two Churchill tanks being immobilised, two men killed and
wounded for a German loss of 3 wounded and two men taken prisoner, and being forced to give ground. German
aircraft were consniouous by their absence (unknown to the British) they had taken such a mauling from the
convoy attack that there were not sufficient airworthy enough to mount an attack that day.

CONTINUED ON PAGE



LETTERS
"I was looking back over past Newsletters, and in No. 128 I read one of Major Bob Collar's "Middle Earth

V/argaming" sections, and I found several mistakes.

1. He mentions a power vacuum in East Revanium, this is not true. After the defeat of Sauron, the vic
torious armies of Condor and Rohan were quick to Beize control of it.

2. He say? that the Sea of Rhun is in reality an arm of the Eastern Sea. Again this is untrue. In the^
"-nrd of the Rinss" volume' III, page 352, there is a section dealing with this area of Middle Earth. It tell-
o'f .0 LlfcSndo,.. =»!,. .11 .v.. MloSl. K.rlh - I
Elessor went with war King Eomer went with him; and beyond the Sgs of Rhun and on the far fieldo of the Sou -
the thunder of the cavalry of the Mark was heard." And of the mention of bands of ores in that area, that i=.
JaLir The oLy inhabitants mentioned in the "Lord of the Rings" are the wild men, the "Easterlings" which
fought at Dagorlad.

3  The shores of the West are not undefended. After the removal of Sauron, Arnor was reclaimed, and n..
this covers most of Eriador, it is quite safe. As for Condor itself, that is well guarded.

He says he has taken a few liberties with the book, I agree that this is a good idea, but I do not be
lieve that he should change the structure of Middle Earth. In my opinion, earlier periods in tne history oi
Middle Earth make for a more exciting game. In the Fourth Age such figures as the three keepers, Candaly,
Elrond and Caladriel, Saruman and Sauron had passed away, most of the elves had returned acrosi. the sea, ano
all the peoples, except Men had diminished.

I believe that a particularly good period is in the earlier years of the Third Age, with the wars ^he
North, between Arnor and the Elves of the Blue Mountains and the Witch King of Angmar, with his ores and
evil men of Cam Dum.

Also there are the early years of Condor, when it was attacked by the Men of Harad and Rhun, and also by
the Witch King after his defeat in the North, Minds Ithil was renamed Minds Morgul. Wulf s attacks or. Roha:,
also provide scope for the wargamer, especially the assault of Helm's Deep."

Ian Monk ofPurley, Surrey.

ooOoo

"I have just finished reacing your "Battle Notes for Wgrgamers" and was very pleased. This book did
what "Knight's Battles for Wargamers" series and Peter Young's "The War Game" tried - and failed - to ..o.
"Battle Notes" provides several workable models for gamers who enjoy frequent or occasional historical
battles.

Being an American Revolution wargaraer, I was particularly happy with your treatment of Guilford Court
House. I do have a suggestion for "' ose considering an army in this period, particularly in the South, 178(-
1781. The size of the opposin/- n -,ies especially lend themselves to wargames: the British/Loyalist a^reragin
around 2,000 and American about 3,500. In cases where the Americans greatly outnumber the British, their
force usually consisted of half militia. These men were apt to run at any time, often without firing a shot,
thus calling for severe morale rules. However, few gamers relish the thought of painting an army, half of
which -has such bad morale.

An alternative is to reduce the actual number of figures representing militia while allowing for some
what better morale (of course not parity with regulars). This still realistically makes the American
general's job more difficult in pitched battles. For example, an American army of 3,500 men might be re
presented on a figure to man ratio as follows: 1 to 10 for regulars, lights, cavalry and artillery (1 gun -
2 real guns), but 1 to 20 for militia. Therefore if the army consisted of 1,500 Continentals and 2,000
militia the resulting collection of 150 Continental figures and 100 militia fi,gures might be more palatable.
It oould then face a 2,000-man British army built on 1 to 10 or 200 figures - all regular and elite."

Steve Haller of Ohio, U.S.A.

---ooOoo—

"I am enjoying the new Wargamer's Newsletter enormously. It is amazing to see so many models available
that have not made it to the U.S.A. yet. My brother-in-law - who is the -anowned English Eddie Jones -
figure painter and S.F. artist - brings CARE packages to me yearly when he comes to U.S. S.F. conventions so
I do see some of them.

I have developed a simple set of rules to deal with a Science Fiction musket and pike level game.
game is based on a book, "Lord Kalvan of Otherwhen" by H.Beam Piper (a cronie of Fletcher Pratt's) serialised
in Analog S.F. in the mid-60's and out in paperback also. The book concerns a Pennsylvania State trooper wr.o
becomes transferred to an alternate universe which is at a musket and pike level and is ruled by a "gunpowder
theoematicy" where "Styphon's House" controls all knowledge and supply of gunpowder. The state trooper (who
becomes Lord Kalvan) has knowledge of how to make gunpowder, etc., which makes for a very interesting game.

Also, one can use E.C.W. figures, peasants and the new Minifig Cortez figures without conversion - of
course, the book must be read - I don't know if the ACE paperback reached England or was published separately
- but I know the magazine (Analog) did - half the story was serialised in the large flat Analogs and half in
the "digest" size now used.

Another book which would make a wargame is called "Kar Kubella" - which has an 18th century Europe being

e. The

erialised
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1/1200 Scale Warships
1/1200 SCALE
SHIPS AND ACCESSORIES
Our lists offer the largest selection in the U.K.
From AIRCRAFT CARRIERS to MOTOR TORP
EDO BOATS Spares including BRITISH 15" GUN
TURRETS, LANDING CRAFT, AIRCRAFT, 9"
TRIPLE TURRETS etc. Best Value in Europe,
Boats from 7p. 5p Stamp for full listings. New
items monthly.
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WARGAME FIGURES

5p Stamp for full listings

Model Figures & Hobbles
Lower Balloo Road, Groomsport, Co. Down,

N. Ireland BT19-2LU
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THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING
BCOKS BY BONAIil) FE.'.THERSTONS - Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cashwith order

to Wargamer's Newsletter, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, 301 5AD« All these publications can also be pxirohased
at the TRADITION shop in London.
WARGAHSS - The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (^6.00).
HAVAL WA10AM3S - Sea battles with model ships. £2.45p. ($7.00).
AIR WARGAMES - Battles with model aircraft. fl.65p. (^5.00).
ADVANCED WAHGAKSS - £2.45p. (^7.00".
V/ARGAItE CAMPAIGNS - £2.45p. ($7.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH TH3 AGES - 5000 BC to lyO AD - £3.00p. (08.50).
BATTLES V.'ITH MODEL SOLDIERS - SJ.OOp") (08.50).
BATTLE NOTES FOR WARGAXSRS - Fifteen battles, from 45BC to Korea in 1955. £5.15p. (09.00).
SOLO WARGAMB3 - The book for the lonely wargamer. £2.60p. (07.50).
HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - An essential reference book. 85p. (02.50).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.10^ (06.00).
TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - THE WESTERN DESERT CAltPAlGN. £3.00p. (08.50).
iOITISRS 1556 - (Knights "Battles for Varganers" series). £1.10p. (05.00).
AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET I - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (05.00).
lUCDONALD OF THE 42nd - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch. £3.20p. (09.00).
COLONIAL SMALL WARS I857rl901. With descriptive text and 79 maps. £4.25p. (013.00).
CAPTAIN CAREY'S BLUNDER. Set during the Zulu War of 1879. £3.70p. (011.00).
OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918 by L.Richards. £1.65p. (05.00).

A Series of Handbooks dealing with wargaming!

1. Rules for Ancient V/argames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Peatherstone.
6. Rules for late 19th Century Wgrgames (including Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules for early tanks, armoured

oars, etc) by Donald Peatherstone.
a. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Bike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Peatheratone.

20p each (50o) or the set of 9 for £1.50p. (04.50) including postage.

■..•ARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields. 55p. (02.00).



over run by a Mongol-type horde propelled by a "sinister" forces The Empire is saved by a "cross-time" trader
who smuggles in gatling guns from our 1870's Earth (An ACE double novel).

Wargaming is increasing in the U.S. now with the availability of so many figures - notably Minifigs and
Hinchliffe and Wargamer's newsletter fills a need - cheers!"

Mike Gilbert of New Jersey, U.S.A.

(This fascinating book "Lord Kalvan of Otherwhen" can be obtained in Great Britain - I got it from a
London Science Fiction bookstore.)

ooOoo-"

"I am writing to see if any reader can assist me in some research that I am trying to carry out. X in
tend to conduct a solo wargame campaign based on the Peninsular Campaign of 1809-14, and I am in need of a
lot of assistance which I hope some readers may be able to give. What I require is -

a) Detailed army organisations of both armies (i.e. Corps, Divisions, Brigades).
b) Names of Regiments taking part.
c) Strengths of units (if possible).
d) Unit commanders at all levels.

I seem to be having trouble getting hold of a good set of maps for the Peninsular Campaign area, and
would be very grateful if perhaps someone could suggest where such maps may be found. I find it displeasing
campaigning over modern touring maps where one has to ignore some modern roads (i.e. motorways), yet use some
of the others.

I intend to spend a reasonable amount of time on the research and if a reader has already fought a
Peninsular Campaign, then any help would be welcomed as it is quite a large undertaking. I look forward to
your letters."

24082212 Bdr. Johnny Johnson, HQ Battery, 52 Light Regiment RA, Wing Barracks, Bulford, Wilts.

ooOoo---

"I have read right through your magazine, and another wargames magazine, adverts and all, and have not
found one single mention of anything new, figure or equipment, which will scale with OO-HO. Now I have over
500 such figures, painted and fighting, I cannot afford to scrap them and start afresh, so as far as I am
concerned all the goods advertised are waste of effort. And there must be hundreds, if not thousands, like
me. .

There are two firms who make metal figures which scale, and these have had all the orders for such that
I can afford, but I cannot afford decent sized armies at such prices. Airfix and any other makers of plastic
figures, please let us have some new ones which will scale with what we already have."

A.H.S.Cocks of West Wittering.

ooOoo—-

"Thank you for your letter of the 2nd and the copy of "Wargamer's Newsletter" for May (see p.19) which
I am sure will be of interest to Sr. Alberto Jardim on his next visit to England.

Alas, detachments from the armies of "Mandolia" now rarely visit this country, largely, I suspect, as a
result of moments of acute embarrassment suffered by their carrier during screening at various Continental
airports."

John C. Flint of Church S-tretton, Salop.

—-ooOoo—-

"After procrastinating for some time I have finally decided to start my subscription to this excellent
Newsletter. I find that it is the personal nature in which the articles are written that attracts me most
to the Newsletter.

I have recently become interested in N-scale wargaming, and this has a lot of obvious advantages over
the 25mm, however, I am not about to make a complete switch, I am presently organising a Napoleonic campaign,
set in Hanover between Prussian and French forces.

Chris Rose of Toronto, Canada.

ooOoo—-

"Congratulations on the new format - a successful combination of a professionally-produced magazine with
the excellent contents of the old "Newsletter"."

P.J.Haythornthwaite of Nelson, Lanes.

ooOoo—



Subscriber Ian Scott follows up D.B.Clarke's review in the
April Newsletter of the Japanese 20mm wargames models available
in Britain, but is inaccurate when mentioning scales. Thus,
Pu-jimi, and theoretically Edai, are both ltl(> the same scale as
Airfixj Hasegawa are the odd ones out, being the same scale as
Airfix aircraft but not Airfix tanks, etc. None of these makes
is the same scale as Minitanks which are HO as opposed to 00
scale. The scales quoted are either 1:86 or 1:89, for these
Austrian models.

Fu.iimi (which are the best models) have a greater range
than that credited by Mr.Clarke i.e.:

1. Pzkpfw 38(t) 'Praga'
2. Hetzer (SP 75mm AT gun - not a Lorraine as Mr.Clarke

calls it).
3. KV2 heavy tank (Russian). 11. German
4. KV2 heavy assault tank. 12. America
5. Tiger 11 13. British
6. Jadgtiger. 14« SdKfz 2
7. M4 Sherman (with 105mm How) 15» SdKfz 2
8. Valentine Inf. tank )„ ... . 16. VW and
9. Matilda Inf. Tank ) 17. 88mm A.
10. German infantry

+ at least one 'diorama' kit.

German infantry with gas masks.
American infantry
British infantry.

SdKfz 251 A.P.O. (i tracked, German).
SdKfz 222 Light Armoured Car.
VW and BMW motorcycle combination.
88mm A.A. gun (German)

Ha^e^awa_: These kits are well detailed but unfortunately often very badly inaccurate dimensionally.
The following list is by no means complete, as 1 have not taken note of more recent releases - due to the
incompatibility with Airfix.

1. M3 2 track (American)

2. M4 i track Mortar carrier.
3. Stuart light tank.
4. Jeep and 37mm gun.
5. Grant medium tank.
6. 155mm. "Long Tom" (not 122mm)

7. VW Kubelwagen.
8. Panther medium tank.

9. Tiger 1.
10. 88mm AA/AT gun.
11. 5 track tractor for the above (lO).
12. Lee medium tank.

13. ? Schwiiamwagen (l am not certain that this
has been released yet).

others shortly to be released.

Edai: 1 am not sure about. The following 1 have seen:-

1. At least one version of the Pzkpfw IV medium tank.
2. 2 versions of AA weapons on the Pzkpfw IV chassis.
5. SdKfz 251/1 5 track A.P.C. This makes a reasonable model with a certain amount of work. The seats

should be discarded and replaced by benches at the sides - a floor is needed. The front needs a lot of work
and wheels need to be replaced (25pdr wheels from Airfix kit ideal). The work involved really makes the
more expensive Pujimi kit more worthwhile, especially since the Edai models are so poor. The armoured car
is completely wrong and the 50mm AT gun is amazing - both can happily be thrown away (tho' the gun barrel
might be useful).

4. Krupp "Boxed" truck - very useful and not too bad - needs slight lengthening. With this is a BMW
Combination with rather emaciated rider moulded on it. Doesn't look too bad though.

5. Simplified model of 88mm AA/AT gun.
6. SdKfz & tractor for the above.

This letter is not a complete list - but will give some idea of the type of model Edai make. The
"Boxed" truck is the most useful. 1 believe they also make a VW and 1 seem to have seen a 75mm or 50mm AT
gun somewhere which at least looked like a German World War 11 gun!

To take up a point made about the Airfix World War 11 British - like other reviewers Mr.Clarke has
commented favourably on these figures. 1 find them a poor collection - and a very poor replacement for the
'Combat Group' set. In line with most current Airfix releases they are too finely detailed - by which I
mean not that they have too much detail (just look at the Cuirassiers) but that it is too fine and ill-
moulded. Try painting a Bren from the new set and see if the paint will stay.

The Nitto kits - the fourth Japanese manufacturer in what might be called a wargames size - pou mention
later in the same "Must List"

In addition to this impressive breakdown of Japanese kits, there is a whole host of new items to be
mentioned this month so, in advance, 1 ask tolerance for brevity - particularly from the manufacturers who
so kindly send me their items for review! As 1 have said before, model soldiers are what the hobby is all
about and therefore they are possibly the most important item reviewed in this feature - this month 1 have
been more than overwhelmed with figures for review - if 1 used all the sample figiires to embellish my armies

1 would have regiments of 40 men in forty different positions! Prom my old friends Russell and Mary Gammage
of Rose Miniatures (15 Llanover Road, London SE18 3ST) 1 have received a set of their latest wargames



figures, known as Cromwelllans and, as always with figures from this firm, they are nicely made, cleanly cut
and well detailed. They are classified as 25mm wargames figures but, so great is the confusion seemingly
existing over scales, that they are very much more "petit" than similar figures of the English Civil War
period sent this month,from Greenwood and Ball, Miniature Figurines and Hinchliffe. It is time that manu
facturers got together over scales and correspondent Mr. Cocks on the letters page would agree with me! The
Rose Models include musketeers firing and loading; pikemen in three positions; officers, horse holders,
dragoons and troopers with four figures suitable for mounting on those two-part horses that are a speciality
of Rose Miniatures. The price of these figures is lip and 18p for the various infantrymen and 20p for the
cavalry. Civil War figures are much favoured these days (see last month's "MUST LIST") and the other day I
was proudly given by Ron Miles, Manager of Miniature Figurines, their latest set of English Civil War artil
lerymen. Well he might be proud of them because I think they are exceptional, the set is composed of nine
figures, a barrel and a wheelbarrow containing roundshot. There are men with rammers and sponges, buckets,
roundshot, spontons and an officer whilst the character in the steeple hat with holes in his hands to take
the wheelbarrow handles is a lovely dhunky little man. ' These would grace any gun-team and I strongly recom
mend them.

Peter Gilder, the designer of Hinchliffe figures, has sent me a very large box of their latest figures
and, in keeping with the spirit of the times, they include a selection of his English Civil War models which,
as I have said before I find really delightful. They too include a very nice artillery crew, the man holding
the linstock has a gorgeous moustache and beard and I particularly liked the sort of stocking cap worn by a
rather nonchalant member of the team. Of course the pick of these figures are Prince Rupert in all his finery
on a horse with a neat little bow on its tail - he is matched by Fairfax holding his helmet in what must be
one of the most attractive "commanders" positions I have seen. The other E.C.W. figures have already been
described in our last issue and I repeat that they are outstanding. Also with the package were the latest
Napoleonic wargames figures designed by Peter and included line infantry in four positions; light infantry
in three positions; fusilier in three positions; highlanders in two positions and a guardsman with light
equipment in an'attractive advancing position; then three fine line infantrymen including a sergeant; a
running rifleman (looking very much the part) and, from Waterloo drawings with shako covers, etc., three
Guard light Company, standing firing, advancing and an officer. These are all superb figures with their
equipment beautifully detailed and really "hanging" on the figure as weighty equipment should do. If I have
any adverse comment it is that all of these figures seem to fit in admirably with my 30mm but not with my
25s! But if I mentioned this to Peter I am sure he would give his characteristic laugh and make some comment
about other manufacturers conforming!

From Greenwood and Ball has come a selection of figures from a variety of periods ranging from a Persian
infantryman, a Roman auxiliary, Carthaginian mercenaries and some fine Mediaeval figures which include
archers, Genoese crossbowmen, knights with two-handed swords and axes. Then there are a couple of beautiful
little English Civil War figures (again!). There is the musketeer firing and the drummer which are portrayed
in the little phctograph herewith. Last but not least there is a very pleasant
collection of figures 'of the Seven Years War which includes Prussian standard
bearers, grenadiers, drummers, officers and fusiliers; French offices, grenadiers
and fusiliers with a selection of Austrian officers, musketeers and standard
bearers. This 18th century period is one of the most exciting in which to fight
wargames and these figures, when painted up, would very ably play their part at
Leuthen, Rossbach or any other of the mafty battles of this war.

This magazine is now published by Belmont-Maitland Publications which, as is well known, is also the
famous militaria shop TRADITION of 188 Piccadilly, London W.l. But that does not mean that I give their war-
games figures praise beyond their worth because every time I go into the shop I find that the busy little
bees designing them have burned their midnight oil and turned out ever more figures for the range. The box
in front of me contains Romans, Napoleonios, British Colonial, American Civil War, Franco-Prussian War,
American War of Independence, World War I and now I note that one can buy these figures already painted in
boxes of 25 for £6.00p which works out at 24p each for a well painted infantry figure.

I hear from Peter Laing that he is moulding some extra Colonials in his 15mm range to include Dervishes,
Egyptian Army and Indian figures in addition to World War I figures which include chasseurs D'Alpin and
French machine-gunners etc. An admirer of these figures wrote me recently saying that he had made a quick
check the other day to discover that Peter Laing produces well over 200 figures and he goes on to say "for a
one man firm I consider that a fantastic achievement, especially when you consider that he has only been in
business for eighteen months - I reckon he deserves a Queens Award to industry - when does he sleep?" I
frequently ask that question about a whole lot of figure designers and manufacturers, particularly my old
friend Neville Dickinson and his gang at Miniature Figurines who now have so many active wargamers working
for them that they seriously contemplated putting a Miniature Figurines Club team in for the National Wargames
Championship. It would be a'pretty strong affair with Neville Dickinson, Tony Bath, Ron Miles and Ted Ladd!

From Airfix I have received a box of HO/OO scale R.A.P. personnel which I seem to have an idea has been
reviewed previously in these pages but as they have just sent them to me for review perhaps I am wrong. The
set includes men carrying rockets, armourers, pedal cyclists^^ersonnel pulling chocks away and others
dragging various pieces of wheeled equipment. To say nothing^aafs and other people doing fantastic techni
cal looking things which will no doubt be very familiar to air wargamers. From the same group I have received
their kit to make the SAM-2 missile in GO scale which will no doubt delight those wargamers who are really
fighting up-to-date stuff! I have not made it up yet but will give it the Peter Featherstone (my son) put-
together test at the earliest opportunity.

Still on figures - it suddenly occurred to me the other day that Shamus O.D.Wade of 37 Davis Road, Acton,
London W.3., v' o puts out a regular list of 54mm figures (mainly Britains) but also, as in his latest list
K-43, figures by other makers such as Heyde, Charbens, and many names with which I am not particularly famili
ar. The point of mentioning this lies in the fact that there are numerous figures at quite reasonable prices
which seem absolutely ideal for the new style of wargaming controlled by Individual Skirmish rules put out by
Skirmish Wargames who regularly advertise in this issue. For example, from this latest list I note that there

gn—pfl 'by Benbros which include Robin Hood, Friar Tuck and the Sheriff of Nottingham; Benson figures in
clude a Sheriff and bandits; Charbens include Red Indians and some circus figures (l would like to see a war-
game with strong men and trapeze arti8tes)then Cherilea are represented by some Ancient Assyrians, Crusaders
and Knights in armour - all these figures at very reasonable prices around 25-50p each. Of course, the 54iiim



PETITE PRECISIO]^
a power tool for the nnodeller

Diameter:

33 mm

Weight: 160 g

Length:
125 mm

Torque:
105 cmg

Chuck size:

2/10 to
2.5 mm

2 batteries

4.5v. in series

AC/DC Trans

Car battery

THIS PRECISION EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ENGINEERING IS A MUST
The high power 'palm' size drill operates from 2 x 4.5v batteries or any DC source (a model train transformer for example) up to 14v,
so is equally suitable for 'field' or workshop use. ^ u » j
Supplied in a strong carrying and storage case, the complete outfit consists of dril l with three collets, battery holder, five assorted
drills, seven assorted burrs, three routers, six grinding stones and seven assorted polishing discs and brushes.
The drill may be hand-held for routing, engraving, polishing, cutting and so on, or clamped in the special drill stand - an optional
extra, but for which space is provided in the carrying case - for precision drillftg, etc.

PRICES - Complete SliPER-30 kit
30 tools)
Mk. 11 Drill Stand

Drill only

(less batteries.
£12.65 p.p. 27p
£3.00 p.p. 15p
£6.05 p.p 22p

NEW I I SUPER-10 Kit in 9i x 2 x 4 in. case with Drill, Battery
holdar. 3 collets, 10 tools £9.85 p.p. 22p
Suitable transformer supplied on
request £4.28 Carr. paid
Flexible drive shaft £4.40 p.p. 20p

All above prices include VAT

1. Selection of tools in Super 30 kit. 2. Drill shown in
stand

Flexible drive approx. 16 in.
long with collets

4. Complete 30 tool kit m
case showing space for
stand

Sole Distributors:

PRECISION PETITE LTD.
119a High Street, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8HG

Tel: 01 977 0878
Send SAE for illustrated leaflets and order form



FOR USE WITH

54mm SCALE MODEL BUILDINGS

1850 - 1900 BOOK ONE by Steve Curtis

ArSKffiMISHS
IWARGAMES^

PRODUCT-Tz: --

figures made by Rose, Stadden,
Hinion Huni and all the multi* ~

plicity of new makers who have ^pm IfEflJ
appeared in recent years, are W W) ■! Bl M) ^M/^g/ ■r-'jili^^\ Bl
also eminently suitable for *8^5^*] ^^^1
Individual Wargaming and, because X m ■
one only requires half a dozen or if
so, the cost is not even as much W^WW WWV M 1BI ■ AW ^Vwfe' VVW
as buying a single wargames regi- ^5®

■i«I N M 1 N I A T U R EiBBl
Talking of my old friends

of Skirmish Vargames; their latest . dTfT ATTHP dills'IT'TC
offering is a booklet of THE OLD *lf VV M UUl OlIllXlllJ ^
VEST POSTERS AND SIGNS in minia- FOR USE WITH
ture - selling at 50p these cut- 54mm scale model buildings
out sheets will certainly give " ^colour to 5-4m scale model build- JgSQ . 1900 W. book one StCVC Cuftis^
ings which are used in the Western >, }m.
Gunfight style skirmishing. In Mnfcp. —.pp. "' i, ■'
addition to these posters, the *' ^ "SKLRJVIISH^^/"
booklet has some very interesting li~Ml ■ B ' -'^5^VX/A Or^ A I'l'
and light-hearted reading and is I - JilJp SgiinniHIIlag^nrf v ^55^ .,,
strongly recommended to all Wild III'liL^llg PRopucT^,^
West buffs. I am also told by
Steve Curtis, also known as Old
Longhair hisself, that they have
managed to obtain a small stock of that famous boardgame of Lou Zocohi "BATTLE OP BRITAIN" together with a
big stock of Lou's fantastic "ALIEN SPACE" game. If you want details send a S.A.E. to Skirmish Wargames,
but I can tell you that the "Battle of Britain" costs £4.30p including postage and packing whilst the other
space wargame sells for a mere £1.50p with an extra set of 8 spaceships with their hit record sheets at 50p
if ordered at the same time as the game, c;; £1.00p if ordered separately.

A few weeks ago I mentioned the very interesting and unique armoured fighting vehicle kits made by Eric
Clark of 19 Lonsdale Road, Southport, ER8 6NL, which are available to the Members of the Miniature Armoured
Fighting Vehicle Association. I am told that he is unable to produce sufficient kits to satisfy the demand
and has many months work in hand so that he has reluctantly had to return all orders for some months to come
and .cannot accept any further orders at the moment. Success brings its own penalties!

Returning from a successful weekend at the Southend Convention, Neville Dickinson of Miniature
Figurines surprisingly revealed that the figures they sell most of these days are .... Middle Earth! Seem
ingly they are going like hot cakes and the casting machines keep at it all the time turning them out.

From G. Troughton (Mail Trader), 49 Sandown Road, Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 JLG, I have received a list
of boardgames which they can supply - they include "Infinity" at £3.25p produced by Gamut of Games (New
York) and designed by Phil Orbanes. The game is played on a board representing the universe. Then there is
"Empire I" (previously 4th Galactic War) at £2.50p which 2/4 players set out to explore and conquer the
galaxy; "Shiloh", the American Civil War battle, at £2.50p; "Operation Market Garden" at £2.50p (the World
War II British operation) and "PBI" at £2.50p a simple game of infantry combat in World Wars I and II.
Except the first, all games are BATTLE FLAG and Gordon Troughton has six more on order at the moment but says
he is suffering even more than usual delays in delivery - these he has in stock.

In this issue, there is an advert from Precision Petite Limited who market a wonderful little miniature
precision drill which is extremely light and designed for comfortable holding in the hand so that very
precise work can be carried out. It can be mounted on a stand and has numerous sets of drills and other
'tools which can turn into a most valuable piece of equipment for the model maker.

Some of the more expensive shops in England, such as Harrods of Knightsbridge, sell varying sizes of
packs of materials, made in Spain, that build up into castles. You can buy small packs and add them to the
next size etc., until you build up to being able to build extremely large castles and fortifications. Rather
like Lego in concepiyi-these kits are extremely expensive in England but recently travelling in Spain I foTind
them to be very reasonably priced and brought back the large No.l kit at about £2.00p (in England it would
cost five or six). This makes some very fine looking castles which could be incorporated into wargames set
ups - I have not yet got around to making all the other things I imagine could be made and which do not
appdar in the instruction book! Also in Spain one can buy a considerable variety of 54nim figures (mainly
Spanish troops) in boxes of about eight for the sum equivalent to roughly seven shillings. They are painted
after a style and many of them might be useful for Skirmish Individual wargaming or the 54mm collector could
re-paint them and have some rather original figures. Some of the toy shops also sell packs of Airfix style

HQ/OO scale figures, again mostly of Spanish troops but also with some other countries (they are all modern
types) they are painted - at least their faces and hands are! These are very cheap costing a few coppers
for small envelopes of about a dozen.

MORE ABOUT TEE NAPOLEONIC MYTH - Continued from Page IQ
could have won. Anyway it was not always French versus British, there were numerous other nationalities.
The American War of Independence cannot match the splendour and variation in uniform of the Napoleonic Wars.
I doubt if there were any regiments which could beat the glory of the Old Guard. What makes the Napoleonic
period so special is the strategic genius of Napoleon and the strategic and tactical competence of Welling
ton. How can Noel Zaal compare any American War of Independence battle with the foresight and tactical
genius of Austerlitz, the slaughter at Borodino, the immense proportions of Leipzig and the heroics at
Waterloo. These and other battles provide some of the most important pages in history books, equalling the
importance of the Battle of Britain. How about the two battalions of the Old Guard at Waterloo who prefered
to die for their Emperor rather than surrender. Their destruction shows a loyalty in troops seldom equalled
and never surpassed.

Peter Thorn (A Nanoleonic diehard).



A REVIEW OF NEW RULES

Don Featherstone

These recently published sets of rules are reviewed in the context of my repeated opinion that there
are two types of rules - the "parochial" sets, noted for their brevity, used by groups of amicable wargamers
who play regularly, and the "expansive" sets to control battles fought between wargamers whose spirit of
competition and desire to win causes colourful interpretations of the rules. The second type are required
to explain, in undeviatingteass, every aspect of each rule hence, at first glance, they appear to be so un
necessarily voluminous as to be off-putting. Nevertheless, each set represents a genuine attempt at per
fection and is the compiler's contribution to their chosen and much loved hobby. Personally I doubt if I
could wargame with many of them as they go too far for me in their search for realism and authenticity. Be
cause what we do on a wargames table bears only a passing resemblance to real warfare, our search for
realism should be drastically curtailed at that point when it begins to interfere with a fast and reasonably

realistic game. On the other hand, I might be able to participate as one of a group with knowledgeable
umpires, so that I do not have to absorb too many details! Incidentally, it is only fair to add that I have
only read and not played actual games to any of these rules.

THE COLIM?, LINE AND SQ.UARE BATTLE MANTJAL by Judson T.Bauman and Pred H.Vietmeyer (Musketeer Publica-
tions, U.S.A.).

The vast, well-planned and organised reconstructions of battles of the Napoleonic Wars carried out by
the Mid-Western Napoleonic Wargamers Confederation (of U.S.A.) are well known and have been written up in
WAHGAMER'S NEWSLETTER. These are the rules which control them and, as their compiler's claim, they "repre
sent a new approach to organising the rules. Because of the complexity of the game and especially the wide
variety of units with distinct capabilities, the rules are player oriented rather than designer or terrain
situation oriented."

Keith Robinson, a thoughtful and intelligent wargamer (whose own rules are reviewed here) says of the
BATTLE MANUAL -

"This book of rules is the most comprehensive I have ever met. To examine them properly would take a
considerable time involving a large amount of play-testing.

The rules cover every aspect of Napoleonic wargaming with a thoroughness which is to be greatly applaud
ed. First impressions are that nothing that is relevant has been omitted, even down to the make-up of indi
vidual national forces (with the exception of my favourite Brunswickers). I take issue only with the use of
"windage" for battery fire. I cannot accept the idea of all guns being in error by the distance and in the
same direction.

The rules are thoroughly recommended as having no wasted space and even at £2.95p (I understand) appear
well worthwhile."

Detailing even down to hours of meals on battle-days, this booklet is really a'hianual of procedure"
that lays down advice and instructions for controlling large-scale wargaming, involving numbers of partici
pants, in a manner that obviates time-consuming arguments. As such, it is a monumental piece of work and a
very considerable contribution to the literature of our hobby. Its depth of definition and explanation make
it a reference book whether or not you fight to its rules. I think a club could well take it as its 'bible'
and proceed exclusively in this specific sphere of wargaming.

NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES RULES by Stephen Tulk.

These rules contain numerous charts and tables packed with line-after-line of varying values to iinits}
different move-distances; ranges for weapons; two different values in melees; morale; Fire and Control
(which governs rate of movement) in conjunction with varying additions and subtractions. Casualties; melees
and morale are also subject to minus and plus factors. These are "convention"-style rules that require con
stant consultation to keep the game going and, whatever their ultimate result and realism, I do not think
they are a particularly practicable style,

COLONIAL WARS by Trevor J. Halsall.

This set claims to be suitable not only for Colonial Wars from 1750-1900 but also the 7 Years War;
American Revolution; Indian Mutiny and North West Frontier; American Indian Wars; Zulu War; French conquest
of North Africa; Boer War and the Jacobite Rebellion 1745/6. Of course, we can all easily detect the basic
similarities and common factors in that lot - or can we? Cumulative disorganisation factors have to be noted
as they reduce fighting efficiency. Firing and melee casualties are decided by the common method of adding
or subtracting factors and then consulting a casualty tablej morale is also the plus/minus method to give a
final score with a table indicating its implications. These rules seem simple and have nothing new or par
ticularly original about them.

MICROTANK WARFARE by Keith Robinson,

Written for the 1:300 scale models that are now so popular, by one of their commercial makers, these
rules are as thorough as their author. Their data lists are full and as comprehensive as they have to be
for such a complex subject, and include all conceivable technical, mechanical and ballistic details of the
armoured fighting vehicles of G.B.; Germany; U.S.A.; Russia; Japan; Italy; France; Arab and Israel. There
is unit formations information for them also. The methods of firing and scoring hits are sound and soon
learnt, taking into account armoxir thickness and slope plus angle-of-impact. There are rules for aircraft;
minefields; smoke; infantry and their weapons; also some good ideas on observation. The rules allow for
"simple" playing but have marked parts for use in higher-grade games. Recommended,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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REVIEWS

mm.

awaiting review on my return. The authori who needs no intro-
the depth of his research will be of inestimable value to those
of us who do not have Napier or Oman at our disposal or lack the J
necessary time to read them. Of particular use to wargamers ''"

graphics of everyone of any note who was there. Then comes a

British Orders of Battle at each of the main battles'; and an "
outline of the organisation of the French army at various periods of the war. If I have any criticisms of
this book then they lie in the illustrations, some of them being half-page, black-and-white reproductions of
contemporary paintings of various actions, which do not really do anything to enhance the book's value. The
Battle-plans do not seem clear nor are they very explanatory - I have been over many of these fields, on
foot, during the past 12 months and not only would these plans have been \mhelpful but I am hardly able to
reconcile them with my own impressions of the particular fields they depict. Notwithstanding this, the text
is so extensive and descriptive that this book is a 'must' for the wargamer fighting in the period.

TANK BATTLES OF WORLD WAR ONE by Bryan Cooper. (9" x 5i"} 95p> 97 photographs; 43 line drawings; 8 maps;
Ian Allen - £2.50p).

As an ex-Royal Tank Regiment man, I found this a superb book. It is well written with feeling and
authority by an author who knows his tanks, (have you read Bryan Cooper's excellent book "The Ironclads of
Cambrai"?) its pages come alive with the almost incredible saga of the deeds of our fathers and grandfathers
who risked their lives in highly experimental vehicles with armour that hardly kept out the rain! And it
also deals with their French and German counterparts, giving sufficient details of their armoured fighting
vehicles for them to be constructed and used in wargaming. The photographs are fascinating and reveal, even
more than the text, the hardships and horrors of World War I. The line-drawings provide fine comparisons
between the different Marks and the "Data" appendix gives the essential description and performance figures
that enable accurate wargames rules to be compiled.

ARMOUR CAMOUFLAGE AND MARKINGS. NORTH AFRICA 1940-1943 by George R.Bradford. (lO" x 7f"; 96p; over 100
colour profiles and views of tanks; 90 photos; Arms and Armour Press - £2.60p).

Well, "tank" wargamers are certainly having a great month! This is yet another first-class book that
will be invaluable to World War II wargamers, particularly when read in conjunction with my book "TANK
BATTLES IN MINIATURE - WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN". It's pages provide definitive details of every conceivable
aspect of tank warfare in North Africa - ooloxirings of tanks, armoured cars and other tracked vehicles,
formations signs and markings; line-drawings of all vehicles plus some of the most descriptive photos I have
seen - all this for British, American, German and Italian forces! The text is superb, as it is bound to be
when written by such an enthusiastic authority as George Bradford. ^ cannot fault this book in its format,
style or contents.

A POCKET HISTORY OF LIGHT FIELD GUNS by Franz Kosar. (7i" z 5"! 248p; 189 photographs; Ian Allan - £2.70p).

This fine compact little book is the first of a series covering this particular type of artillery, in
the major armies of the world, from the beginning of the 20th century until the present day. It deals with
guns of up to 90naB, howitzers u'^ to 122mm and all mountain guns. Every gun is considered in deepest detail
and there are photographs, often historic, of each weapon.

Artillery forms a fascinating and essential aspect of wargaming and yet it is often extremely difficult
to obtain accurate details of a particular gun, even more a photograph. There were some fine pieces around
in this period, and the book completely covers the range used by each nation. I would have liked the actual
descriptive section to include more details of date of use, although it is covered by the initial text under
the country concerned. I look forward to seeing the other volumes in this excellently produced and very
worthwhile series, that is translated from the German.

JUNKERS Ju88 IN ACTION by Uwe Feist.

This is NO.16 in the Squadron/Signal Publication Series on AIRCRAFT and, as always, is packed with
highly detailed (and often hitherto vinknown) photographs and a colour section. Very well known during World
War II, this aircraft played a long and honorable role in the German air war effort,

ADVANCE NOTICE! Volume Two of the series WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES by Donald Featherstone has just been
published by Stanley Paul at £2.95p. This volume covers the period 1420-1783 and deals with the HUSSITE

WARS; WARS OF THE ROSES; ITALIAN WARS 1494-1525! FRENCH RELIGIOUS WARS 1562-98; DUTCH REVOLT IN NETHERLANDS
1566-1609; 50 YEARS WAR; ENGLISH CIVIL WAR; DUTCH WARS AND GRAND ALLIANCE; WAR OF AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION;
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On a recent sunny day which is coming on like a T.V. ad for summer, we're busy chatting up the customers, takin the money an having
the occasional squint out of our ever open door at the birds the sun's brought out (In short doing our usual thing), when In comes a guy
who says, 'Oh! I m so glad you're sti ll here. I thought you'd closed down!" Why so? says we. "Cause" says he. "I haven't seen you
advertisir^g for a while." So here, in glorious black and white, in case anyone else out there thinks like our friend, comes a genuine
advert to say "Do not despair folks, the Seagull's alive, well an' thriving as usual (as if most of you didn't know anyway) at our small
shop, near our large warehouse, right in Central London, in fact one minute (genuine) as opposed to your one minute (advertisers)
from South Kensington tube station." Anyway havin' spent our bread to say our piece, we might as well tell you what's new an' what we
do. This month, we can offer you the 1/32nd scale Monogram Lee and Grant tanks at £2 35 each, beautiful! From Tamiya come their
new figure sets and the 232 eight wheeled armoured car. By the way did you get the S.A.S. Jeep of theirs at £1.20? From Bandai comes
the Jagdpanther in 1/24th scale with full interior detail at £9 95, also thirteen new models in tneir famous 1/48th scale armour series,
also with interior detail. In the metal figure field come Series 77's new Prussians, 7 brilliant new models which bring the Kaiser s Army
to life at its most colourful period (nice one Pat'). Price £2.50 each. Phoenix have fii'ed a big gap in the 54 rrim range with their beautiful
Regency civilian figures in pewter costing £1.35 each and matching furniture is available. Last of all we are introducing additions to our
own 54 mm range of Valda figures. Indian Mutiny Sepoys. 3 types, Bombay, Madras and Bengal. Zulus as companion pieces to our
S.W.B.'s. an Induna, a Regimental Warrior and a Maiden Wariior. all these are in kit form at 85p. Also available again is our famous
Drum Major of the London Scottish at £1.20. Well there's a lot more, but we had better tell you about what we normally stock before we
run out of space. By the way we use the word stock in its pr-oer sense! We specialise in three things, Maritime, Military and Paper
Modelling, and all the gear to build them, from the humblest mousetail file at 25p to electric drills an' saws, air brushes and
compressors.

Kits by Hasegawa, Tamiya. Bandai, Nichimo, Nitto, Monogram. Airfix, Fujimi etc.
Metal Figures in all scales from 30 mm to 120 mm by Monogram. Valiant. Ensign. Minot, Jackboot, Acorn. Valda. Phoenix. Lasset,
Sanderson, Series 77. Men O' War. Cameo, Hinchliffe and many more.
Plus over 400 different paper models in stock from the world over.
Ship Kits and castings from Ensign. Fleetline, Revell, Heller. Nichimo, Aoshima. Fujimi, Tamiya, Hasegawa. Life Like, Otaki etc.
Books new and second hand, war games rules, wargames, uniform prints etc.
1:300 scale micro tanks and aircraft by the thousand!
Pay us a visit soon and all will be revealed.
Well, if the Printers manage this lot in one 'ad' we'll buy them a pint! So long for now.
Open 6 days a week 10 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.. Sundays 2-5 p.m.

15 Exhibition Road, London S.W.7 Telephone; 01-584 2758

A. A. JOHNSTON
MILITARY BOOKS AND PRINTS

All manner of Military Books stocked, new and secondhand including a large range of imported titles, es
pecially catering for the wargaming enthusiast. This last year saw many difficulties over prices, with im
ported consignments varying in price with each shipment# This year in an endeavour to save correspondence we
will supply inprint titles POST FREE PGR CASH WITH ORDER (please mention "Wargamer's Newsletter*!). Specific
titles obtained to order if not in stock. Below are a few from our extensive range; Post free for Cash with
Order;-

MODEL SOLDIERS - A Basic Guide to Painting, Animating and Converting by Peter Blum. Paper Covers 75Pi
hardbound £1.30p. EUROPEAN MILITARY UNIFORMS by P.Martin, lli" x 9". Hardbound £1.75p. A Colouring Book
of SOLDIERS from the AMERICAN REVOLUTION by C.A.Risley and W.F.Imrie. Si" x 11". Softbound £1.45p. THE
BOOK OP AMERICAN INDIANS by R.B.Raphael. Hardbound £1.80p. BEST PHOTOS Of The CIVIL WAR by H.D.Milhollen
and J.'R.Johnson. Hardbound £1.80p. CIVIL WAR IN ENGLAND by J.Lindsay. Hardbound £2.00p. How to Play WAR
GAMES IN MINIATURE by J.Morschauser. Hardbound £2.25p. THE ART OF WINNING WARS by J.Mrazek. Hardbound •*
£2.30p. JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-45 hy R.Dilley. Softbound 85p. WEHRMACHT DIVISIONAL SIGNS
1938-45 by T.Hartmann. Softbound £1.00p. GERMAN ARTILLERY 1914-1918 by D.Nash. Hardbound £1.25p. Soft-
bound 85p. INDIAN CAVALRY REGIMENTS 1880-1914 by A.H.Bowling. Hardbound £1.75p. UNIFORMS of the NAPOLEONIC
WARS in Colour I796-I8I4 by P.J.Haythornthwaite, illustrated by J.Casein Scott. Hardbound £1.65p. BATTLE
NOTES FOR WARGAMERS By D.F.Featherstone. Hardbound £2.95p» FRENCH NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY by M.Head. Hard
bound £1.25p. LITTLE WARS by H.G.Wells. Hardbound £1.70p. Softbound 75p. TANKS and Other ARMOURED FIGHTi
IN6 VEHICLES I9OO to I9I8 in Colour by B.T.White. Hardbound £1.25p. GERMAN HALF-TRACK VEHICLES 1939-45 Ijy
J.Williamson. Softbound 50p. GERMAN MOUNTAIN TROOPS 1939-45 by P.Chamberlain and C.Ellis. Softbound 50p.
SCOTTISH REGIMENTS AND UNIFORMS I66O-I914 by A.H.Bowling. Hardbound £1.50p. AMERICAN CIVIL WAR CAVALRY by
M.Blake. Hardbound £1.75p. ARMY UNIFORMS OP WORLD WAR II by A.Mollo. Hardbound £1.50p. Dept of the Army
(U.S.) RECOGNITION GUIDE of AMMUNITION AVAILABLE TO, OR IN USE BY, THE VIET CONG. Softbound £1.40p. THE
SCOTTISH HIGHLANDERS AND THEIR REGIMENTS BY M.Brander. Hardbound £2.50p. THE GERMAN OFFICER CORPS in
Society and State I65O-I945 by K.Demeter. Hardbound £2.50p. THE BATTLE OF ARNHEM by C.Hibbert. Hardbound
£1.25p. LUDENDORFF Soldier, Dictator, Revolutionary by D.J.Goodspeed. Hardbound £2.75P»

- plus every other title published of possible interest to Military Modellers and Wargamers togbther
with the usual titles by Donald Featherstone. We are Offioial Distributors for Imrie/Risley( DO Enterprises
(Militaria Magazine); Military Arms Research Service; Military Collectors' Service; Hourtoulle Plates; Le
Plumet Plates; and Knotel Uniformenkunde Plates.

DEALERS' ENQUIRIES WELCOME

PITNEY, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, ENGLAND



THK WAR IN THE WESTERN DESERT by Ron Miles. (jCotSTlfSiiGp fncC

Also written by an expert (who has been National World War II winner and finalist in numerous champion
ships! he also gave considerable advice on my own book TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE - WESTERN DESERT CAMPAIGN),
fb doubt they will give as good a game as the set by Keith Robinson, and both have much in common, as they are
bound to have. These rules include all necessary data and information plus interesting sections on Barrages;
Eire Plans and Logistics. Will do their allotted job very adequately.

ARMOUR AND INFANTRY 1950-1^ - Wargames Research Groun

Another in the now famous and well-established sets of rules by this "thinking" group, these deal with
armoured and company-level actions 1950-1975. Prighteningly thorough in that they include ALL the very latest
weapons and armoured vehicles plus aircraft and airborne ops. They are in the usual "style" of the rules of
the Wargames Research Group and it is pretty certain that they will give a very realistic and controlled simu
lation of the warfare of today. This is a fascinating and rather neglected period - probably because knowing
too much about it scares the hell out of most of us!

NAVAL WARFARE IS - Leicester Micro-Models Ltd.

I know these give a good game because using them twice I have scored victories with King George V and i
Prince of Wales over the Bismarck and Prinz Eugen - the last time on the top of a grand piano wargames table!
Although made for the 4OO' = 1" models of this firm, they can also be used for any scale up to 1:1200. They
include all'necessary data of ships and armaments; tactics; weather conditions; detection and search; sub
marine activities and aircraft rules. Keith Robinson had something to do with their compilation and that
means that they are bound to be accurate, painstaking and realistic but with a sense of restraint that allows
a good, brisk game.

Continued from Page ?c

JACOBITE REBELLION; 7 YEARS WAR and the WAR OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. This book will be reviewed next month
and can be obtained personally inscribed to you and signed by the author from 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl
5AD, Hampshire, England, for £2.95p (U.S./Canada - Ji9.00).

Complementary to Michael Glover's book, the well-known volume WELLINGTON IN THE PENINSULAR by Jac Weller
is back in print again, from English publishers Kaye and Ward Limited, 21 New Street, London EC2M 4NT.

IN MODERN TERMS - Continued from PageZ/

The landing of the rest of troops went ahead without interruption in fact the Germans were strangely
lethargic, rumour has it that the German commander has been relieved of his command or been found dead, no
direct control was being exercised ....!!

So there you have it, carry on from there, or start again and organise your own campaign, it could be
done solo. Whatever way you do it, keep it small so that it can be coped with on a fairly simple basis,
don't have too many heroes. Try and keep the actions on realistic lines, it will be much more interesting.
Good Luck!

The COLUMN, LINE AND SQUARE BATTLE MANUAL by J. Bauman and
F.^ietmeyer now available. These complete and comprehen
sive' rules for the most widely played Napoleonic minia-

'^'ures game in the U.S. are arranged in an Easy Finder sys-
/ tern for quick reference. The I70 pages contain chapters

on Game Design, Hosting, Organization of the Major Powers,
Stand Sizes for 30, 25, and 20 mm scale figures, and for
beginners. Send check for j(2.95 to Musketeer Publications
Dept w. Box 773, Yuba City, CA 95991.

mim
EASY TO MAKE AND CONVERT—FUN TO COLLECT

Historically accurate kits consisting of finely
detailed components moulded in various plas
tics, and where appropriate, helmets and breast,
plates are metal-plated. Some kits' contain wool
and fabrics to make helmet crests and plumes.
With a little ingenuity the figures can be ani
mated into almost apy posture. The kits are
easy to assemble and are ideal for both the
expert and novice, provided you use the COR
RECT adhesives and paints. Coloured prints
are included with all kits.

Price 50p plus U.K. postage and packing 10p
for 1 kit, plus 2p for each additional kit.

HELMH' ADHESIVE 10p per tube

For overseas postage and packing add 20% (surface
mail). Send postal orders, cheques or International
money orders to:

54mm Model Soldier Kits
HELMET PRODUCTS, BETCHWORTH,

SURREY, ENGLAND
* Only order kits marked with an asterisk

British Life Guards 1615
British inniskllling Dragoon 1815
I he .»«ots Grays 1815
French Line Dragoon Trooper 1603-15
French Line Dragoon Officer 1803-15
Russian Heavy Cavalry 1812-15
French CarabTnier Officer 1810-15
French Carabinier Trooper 1810-15
French General Cuirassiers 1810-15
French Empress Dragoon 1806-15
Empress Dragoon Trumpeter 1806-15
French Horse Grenadier 1807-15
French Cuirassiers Officer 1810-15
French Cuirassiers Trooper 1803-15
French Cuirassiers Trumpeter 1807-15
French Line Lancers 1811-15
1st Polish Guard Lancers 1809-15
2nd Red Guard Lancers 1610-15
British 17th Lancers Crimea 1654
British 17th Lancers Parade 1846-55
British l()th Hussar 1815
British 18th Hussar 1809-15
British Light Dragoons 1812-15
French Hussars 1807-15
Chasseurs of Guard 1804-15
British Officer RHA 1800-15
Black Brunswick Hussar 1815

INFArfTRY
British inf. - Peninsular & Waterloo
Dutch Infantry - Waterloo
Belgiun Infantry - Waterloo



LOOKING AROUND

AFTER THE BATTLE - No.4,i 50p quarterly from Battle of Britain Prints International Ltd., 3 New Plaistow Road,
Stratford, London E15. Yet another of these exoeilen.t and nostalgic publications, this one is concerned with
the Battle of the Bulge - Hitler's last offensive in December 1944. The photographs are excellent and well
chosen, the thirty year comparison between them being very vividly produced. Then there is an interesting
article on Britain's off-shore forts-and another on the Battle of Britain memorial flight, then a personality
article on Lieutenant Colonel David Niven plus articles on the Brenzett Museum in Kent containing recovered
World War IX aircraft relics and an illustrated article on the film "The Longest Day". Pull,of interest and
well worth the money.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE for May 1974 contains well illustrated articles on German national aircraft markings 1914-
I9I8; British Army uniforms I66O-I9OO; making a 1:76 scale PV452 armoured personnel carrier; the RV 721
armoured car; Renaissance Warfare - The Soots by George Gush. June 1974 contains illustrated articles on i-ne
Polish Array in the .-Renaissance -period, another b'^illiant contribution by George Gush; British Army uniforms^
1685; British infantry fire support vehicles. Both issues contain all the latest details on kits, books, etc.

BATTLSFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - No.7. Contains articles on Confederate Gunboats;
Setting up Tactical Battles; Middle Earth Naval Wargaming; Middle East Naval Fleets 1973 plus other features.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - No.2: '-974. A massive 56 page issue containing reviews
of all the latest figures, books, prints, magazines, etc., plus articles on The Uniforms, Arms and Equipment
of numerous forces of the world at various times, particularly interesting being reference sources for the
Imperial German Army and Military Music.

THE COURIER - Bulletin of the New England Wargamers Association - Vol. VI: No.2. Contains articles on PrenC':
Infantry Foreign Re.gimental Standards of the Seven Years War; Naval Landings in the American Revolution; an
Ancient flattie Report; Combat Airdrops 1944; A Battle Problem; French Army 1687; Painting with Acrylics; War-
games Combat Effectiveness; The Competency Factor; plus reviews of books, miniatures, etc. Volume VI: No.l
was the 5th Anniversary Issue and contained some Guest Editorials and reprints of the best articles of paSi.
years such as the Irish Rebellion 1918-21; Wargames by Mail; Tactical Hints for 1944 and the Prussian
Grenadier. Then there are articles on The American Revolution; The Punic Wargame Battle Report; Ancient
V/arships 1:300 scale; Fighting an Historical Battle; The Unreality of Realism in Wargamine; Perpetual Major
Morale; Uniforms and Equipment during the Thirty Years War.

EL CONQUISTADOR - April 1974. Although mostly concerned with reports on..the game of Diplomacy, also contains^
articles on Simulating Armour Penetration in Modern Wargaming; A Modern .infantry Unit in Defence and -j.nfantry
Morale. There is also information of details of boardgames.

MILITARY MODELLING - June 1974. A striking cover of a diorama of -the Old Guard at Waterloo. Contains well
illustrated articles on Tradition 25mm figures; The King's Light Dragoons 1832; Colour Schemes in India,
Burma and the Far East 1941-45; The Zulus; Scratch building an 8" Mark 5 Howitzer; English Infantry of the
15th Century; plus lengthy illustrated reviews of the latest figures, books, kits, etc.

MINIATURE WARFARE AND MODEL SOLDIERS - May 1974. Contains articles on a Modern Rifle Section in Action; ^
Artillery during the American Civil War; The Rise of the Zulu Empire; Solo Wargaming; Aginoourt plus reviews
of books, magazines, latest figures, etc.

MODEL BOATS - May 1974. Contains article and plans on H.M.S. Vindictive an early aircraft carrier plus^
others on H.M.S. Arethusa I914 and 1936. June 1974 - Article and plans for the Japanese Cruisers Oi and
Yubari.

PANZEHFAUST - N0.6O. Contains numerous articles on board wargames including American Civil^War; Game pes.L/ r:
Cavalry; Waterloo and others plus articles on V/ho Buys Metal Soldiers; The Tonkin V/ar 1950-54; Imperiaj.
Roman Legions; Jets and Rockets of the Luftwaffe; Fantasy Wargaming; Diplomacy plus reviews of books, maga
zines, etc.

SOLDIER - June 1974. The Modern Army magazine, professionally produced with loads of good modern phoxo-^^
graphs. Contarins articles on Military Museums; the DUKW with good photographs; Modern Armour and Aircraft
plus excellent reviews of military records and books.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.43. In addition to containing a complete American Civil V/ar wargame, also contains
a vast review in depth of this conflict - a potted history of great value. There is also a most interesting
article on The Soldier Kings between 1550 and 1770 which will be of the greatest value to wargamers in the
early Horse and Musket period.

Wargamers Have Something In Common With The Bruce I

"King Robert's Testament":-

"Always fight on foot, positioned on a hill and flanked by woods, with a
marsh before you; keep the battle-front narrow; lay waste to the land through which the enemy must pass;
keep your foe awake all night by noise and mock-attacks."

—oooOooo—

There is a moment in all fights, when the most petty manoeuvre decies the day, and gives success. It
is the drop of water which makes the overflow.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"
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NOTICE BOARD
WAR GAMING PENFRIEN3) SOUGHT - could meet if in London. Preferably ex-member Palace Westminster or City

London Homeguard (interests wargaming based on Palace Westminster City London mock battles) English Rebel
lions /I36I1/I45O/I642/. A.Ashley, I5 Clifton Gardens, London NI5 8OO-O375,

—ooOoo-—

A message to all Wargamers, Wargames Clubs or Wargame Seoretarys. I will be visiting England this
July, and will be touring the South of England then to Blackpool and surrounding country and finally to
North and East Scotland.

I would be extremely grateful if any wargamers in those areas would inform me of their presence to
gether with their meeting places, times, etc., as 1 would like to compare notes on wargaming with them,
watch a few games and ®aybe take a small, part in one of their games, I am a relatively new wargamer but
have a force of 4OO men in the American War of Independence period and 100 men in both Boer War and Punic
War periods, and if any Clubs that I might visit play those periods I would be pleased to take my troops
and rules to you.

But first would ,any wargamer who could bear my presence at their meetings please inform me by airmail
at Churchill House, ̂ Iton College, P.O.Hilton 3245» Natal, R.S.A. Roderick Bath.

-"OoOoo-—

INDIAN CAVALCADE

The Stdry of the Mounted Troops of British India at The National Army Museum

27th June - 29th September 1974

An exhibition illustrating the Indian Cavalry from its origins in the 18th century, its development
and in particular the dress and way of life of the men who served in it until the British departure from
India Jn 1047. Further information from Elizabeth Talbot Rice - Tels 01-730 O717 E*t. 28.

"-00O00-"

FOR SALE; Mixed Airfix World War II - 500 infantry - 27 tanks/vehicles/guns. All for only £4.00p.
3.A.E. to C.Pajrr/, 22 Court Faym Road, Northo^t, Middlesex UB5 5HQ.

—-00O00-—

NORTH LONDON WARGAMES GROUP (Secretary T.J,Aitchison, 20 Westmoor Gardens, Eijfield, EN3 7Lq) meet at
7.JO p.m. on second Friday each month at "Starting Gate" public house. Station Road, Wood Green, London,
(opposite V/ood Green Railway Station). Meetings held above bar so no worry about being undetf 18. This
yea^ the group aims to improve inter-club relations and welcomes Challenges from other Clubs.

ooOoo-—

July 12 - 14 CINCINNATI GAMES CONVENTION Xaviar University

pOAM

-  July 12 at the Dorm, July 13-14 at the Armory Flyer and more
details from Jack Hesselbrock, 3II Miami Valley Dr., Loveland,
Oh 45140 (831-5543). Info on mini-cons every Sept/Nov/Jan/Mar/May
from A1 Maclntyre, 2729 Stratford Av, Cincinnati, Oh 45220. July v
Convention ^1.50 day at door or Ji2.50 both prereg Dorm rooms
^4.00 double ^6.00 single reg by June 74- Cash prizes in ^ ^SmlXUT
DIPLOMACY TOURNAMENT and Boardgame tourney. ^250.00 prizes ^~TS poA*
guaranteed by PWA- for AH + S. & T. tournament also Play Money
Tournament, miniatures tournaments, community clubs calendars, display area for home-made games, auctions,
figure contest, informal gaming. Space game about two foot planet starts Sat morning. Demonstration minia
tures participation games include Ancient, Mediaeval, Napoleonic, American Wars, Naval, Armour, Fantasy,
Guerilla warfare. Seven Days in May many others. Exhibitor inquiries invited, additional events welcome.
This list of events is far from complete. See you July 12-14 at the CINCINATTI GAMES CONVENTION.

—-ooOoo—-

FOR SALE; Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER extending over period late 1972 up to 1974, 20p
each or 12 for £2.00p (U.S.A./Canada 50c each or 12 for ^5.00 plus 30c Bank Handling charge).' All prices
include postage. Don Featherstone, 69 Hill Lane, Southampton, SOl 5AD, Hants, England, Back numbers of
WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER from March 1974 can be obtained from TRADITION, 188 Piccadilly, London WIV 9DA, at
30p including postage.

ooOoo—-

The NATIONAL WARGAMES CONVENTION is being held in Nottingham on 5th/6th October. Secretary - Mr.R.P.
Butler, 156 Huthwaite Road, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Notts, NG17 2GX.

ooOoo



ID wHtrr
METAL MINIATURES

d comprehensive range
of 25rnm fjQUreS.

Napoleonic
INCLUDING 0FF1CERS,STANDARD BEARERS

DRUMMERS AND BUGLERS FORALLARMS

AND artillery CREWS

Br 11 i s R, Fren ch, Pi- oss lan, Aust r lan, Russian,Span is K

i  1 * • ( (C

Bugler Ft'encV^ Hussar's,
— O -

A RANGE OF OTHER FIGURES AVAILABLE

GREEKS -ROMANS-TUR KS-GAULS-GOTHS
NORMANS SAVONS-ENGLISH CIVIL WAR.

Infarvtry Slip Cavalry 16p

CataloAoeSp 23 Grove Roaii Buzzard Beds.



TELEPHONE:
427

0387

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD
HARROW

25mm ENGLISH CIVIL WAR , JACKLEX 20mm World War I
ECWI Royolist Mtisketoer firing
ECVV2 Royalist Pikeman advancing
ECW3 Royalist Pikeman ^lunding
ECW6 Roundliead Musketeer firing
ECW4 Roundhead Pikeman standing
ECW5 Royalist Officer with Sword
ECW7 Royalist Halberdier
ECW8 Peasant with Scythe
ECW9 Peasant with Pitchfork
ECWI1 Roundhead Pikeman advancing
ECW'I4 Scottish Musketeer firing
ECW15 Scottish Pikeman advancing
ECW19 Scot with Broadsword
ECW20 Royalist Musketeer carrying Musket
ECW21 Royalist Musketeer priming pan
ECVV22 Musketeer loading
ECW24 Royalist Pik.eman receiving
ECVV23 Dragoon firing
ECW26 Roundhead Pikeman advancing
ECWC1 Cavalier mounted, charging
ECVVC2 Roundhead mounted, charging
ECWC3 Cuirassier mounted, charging
EWCC4 Scottish Dragoon charging
ECWC5 English Qcagoon charging
FOOT FIGURES 8p ea. MOUNTED 19p ea.

JACKLEX 20mm Colonial Figures
COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900
B1 OFFICER MARCHING
B2 OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
B3 INFANTRY LYING FIRING

. B4 INFANTRY KNEELING FIRING
B5 INFANTRY STANDING FIRING
B6 INFANTRY ADVANCING
88 INFANTRY MARCHING
89 HIGHLAND OFFICER MARCHING
BIO HIGHLAND OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
811 HIGHLAND INFANTRY LYING FIRING
812 HIGHLAND INFANTRY KNEELING

FIRING

813 HIGHI AND INFANTRY STANDING
FIRING

814 HIGHLAND INFANTRY ADVANCING
816 HIGHLAND INFANTRY MARCHING
BC1 CAVALRY OFFICER
BC2 CAVALRY LANCER
8C3 CAVALRY TROOPER WITH SWORD

INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
817 OFFICER MARCHING
818 OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
819 INFANTRY LYING FIRING
820 INFANTRY KNEELING FIRING
821 INFANTRY STANDING FIRING
822 INFANTRY ADVANCING
824 INFANTRY MARCHING
BC4 BENGAL LANCER

ZULUS
ZZ1 ZULU CHIEF
2Z2 ZULU CARRYING ASSAGAI
ZZ3 ZULU THROWING ASSAGAI

ZULU WAR-BRITISH
8Z1 OFFICER MARCHING
BZ2 OFFICER FIRING PISTOL
BZ3 INFANTRY LYING FIRING
BZ4 INFANTRY KNEELING FIRING
8Z5 INFANTRY STANDING FIRING
BZ6 INFANTRY ADVANCING
BZ8 INFANTRY MARCHING

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMEN
T1 CHIEF
T2 TRIBESMAN LYING FIRING
T3 TRIBESMAN KNEELING FIRING
T4 TRIBESMAN STANDING FIRING
T5 TRIBESMAN WITH SWORD & SHIELD
TCI CAVALRY CHIEF
TC2 CAVALRY CHARGING WITH SWORD
TC3 CAVALRY CHARGING WITH RIFLE

GERMAN
WW1 German Infantry in Steel Helmet ad

vancing
WW2 Germaji Infantry in Steel Helmet run-

-ning. Rifle at Trail

BRITISH
WW3 Infantry In Steel Helmet advancing
WW4 Infantry in Steei Helmet running.

Rifle at Trail

JACKLEX 20mm American Civil War
UNION

JA1 ADVANCING
JA3 MARCHING
JAB RUNNING, RIFLE AT TRAIL
JA7 STANDING FIRING
JA9 OFFICER WITH SVJORD Sl PISTOL
JA11 TROOPER MOUNTED
JA13 OFFICER MOUNTED
JA15 GENERAL MOUNTED
JA17 LANCER MOUNTED

CONFEDERATE

JA2 ADVANCING
JA4 MARCHING
JAB RUNNING, RIFLE AT TRAIL
JA8 STANDING FIRING
JA10 OFFICER WITH SWORD & PISTOL
JA12 TROOPER MOUNTED
JA14 OFFICER MOUNTED
JA16 GENERAL MOUNTED

JACKLEX 20mm FOOT 7p MOUNTED 17p

HINCHLIFFE 25mm FIGURES

Artillery Crew. 9p
Foot Figures 8p
Mounted Figurire 19p

BRmSH NAPOLEONIC (BN)
BN1 Line Infantry, centre company,

advancing

BN2 Line Infantry, centre company,
charging

BN3 Line Infantry, flank company,
advancing

BN4 Line intaniry, in greatcoat,
advancing

BN5 Line Infantry, officer
BN6 Line Infantry, drummer, carrying

drum
BN9 Line Infantry, officer in greatcoat
BN10 Light Infantry, advancing
BN11 Light Infantry, on guard position
BN13 Light Infantry, skirmish order,

advancing
BN14 Light Infantry, officer, advancing
BN16 Fusilier Private, advancing
BN17 Fusilier Private, on guard
BN18 Fusilier Officer, advancing
BN20 Rifleman, skirmish order, firing
BN23 Highland Private, charging
BN24 Highland Private, at the present
BN30 Guards Private, advancing, in light

equipment with Shako
BN51 Line Pioneer, holding axe to the

ground
BN52 Line Pioneer, axe over shoulder
BN55 Foot Artillery, elevating gun
BN56 Foot Artillery, with portfire
BN57 Foot Artillery, carrying round

Foot Artillery, with rammer
BN60 Foot Artlllefy, officer, pointing

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(BNC)
•oi^CI Heavy Dragoon, charging
1t>i«.C3 Heavy Dragoon, officer, charging
tBrX4 Heavy Dragoon, trumpeter
BNC6 Royal Scota Greys Trooper, at rest,

sword over Glioulder
BNC8 Royal Scuta Greys, Officer, at rest,

pdinTing
BNC9 Royal Scots Greys Trumpeter, at

rest

BNC11 Houseliold Cavalry Troooer, at
rest, sword over shoulder

'BNC13 Household Cavalry Officer, at rest,
sword over shoulder

BNC14 Household Covolry Trumpeter, at
rest, trumpet against thigh

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC (FN)
FN1 Line Fusilier, edvancing ^
FN2 Line Fusilier, charging
FN3 Line Fusilier, in greatcoat, advancing ,
FN4 Line Grenadier, advancing
FN5 Grenadier, in forage cap, advancing
FN7 Line Officer, standing at rest
FNS Line Infantry Drummer, Drum over

shoulder
FN10 Light Infantry, Chasseur, advancing
FN11 Light Infantry, Chasseur, charging
FN12 Light Infant^, Voltigeur, skirmish

order, firing
FN13 Line Infantry, officer, in greatcoat
FN17 Old Guard, Campaign Dress,

charging
FN16 Old Guard, Campaign Dress,

advancing
FN18 Old Guard, Campaign Dress and

greatcoat, advancing
FN19 Old Guard, Campaign Dress, Officer
FN20 Old Guard, Campaign Dress,

drummer

FN23 Light Infantry, officer
•FN40 Foot Artillery of the Line,

Quenching cpcngo
•FN41 Foot Artillery of the Line, stepping

vent

•FN42 Foot Artillery of the Line, carrying
pouch

•FN43 Foot Artillery of the Line, carrying
two buckets

•FN45 Foot Artillery of the Line, officer
with telescope

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
(FNC)
FNC1 Line Dragoon, at rest position
FNC3 Line Dragoon Officer, pointing
FNC4 Line Dragoon Trumpeter, at rest
FNC6 Cuirassier Trooper, charging,

leaning forward
FNC8 Cuirassier Officer, charging
FNC9 Cuirassier Trumpeter, charging,

slung trumpet
FNC11 Carabinier Trooper, charging,

leaning back
FNC13 Carabinier Officer, charging
FNC14 Carabinier Trumpeter, sounding

charge
•FNC15 Line Hussar Trooper, in Shako,

charging
tFNCIB Line Hussar Officer, in Colba.ck,

charging
tFNC19 Line Hussar Trumpeter
•FNC60 Line Artillery Train Driver

NEW!

20mm Ancient British Chariot

Complete with horses and Crew
SOp in kit form

Mail Order. Add lOp postage up to £5: Over post Free



BELIONA
8A TTLEGAME - LANDSCAPE -

DIORAMA PIECES in 20/25mm SCALE

D1 - 1914-1918 Ta;nch System

02 - Menin Road

D3 - The Redaii

D4 - Twin 88mm Gun Position

05 - Fiqhter Dispersal Bay

06 • 75mm A'T Strong Point
D7 -- Ambush

08 Fortified Beach Position

09 - The Ravine

010 - Roman Marching Fcri

011 - Three Nissun Huts

012 - Ancient H.ll Fort

Above Items 54p each inc. vat.

RvB - Canal Wharf Set — 96p

British Artillery Position s ivionar ni E
• German Artillery and Self-propelled
Gun Position

• Two Bunkers plus one in rums

• Seven Emplacements

• WW1 German Trench System

Circular Emplacements (Lge & SmI)
) - Two Cottages m rums

- British Pillbox and Oug-out
f — Encampment of 12 Bivouacs

i - Tank Traps (5 double rows of 6)

1  • German Pillbox and MG Position

> — Two Revetted Earthworks

Above Items priced at

The first in the new

BUILDING SERIES

A1 — Row of three

French Style houses

in low relief - 25p

3 — War Game Bridge (2 bridges • one
destroyed plus plankmg)

? — Nissen Hut in natural setting

- Six Lengths of Wallmg 4" long
- Three Lengths Stone Walling long
- River Bridge - throe span
- River Bridge 8" long / 2" wide road
- Culvert Bridge & 3 lengths walling
- Rivei Section Straight
- River Section Curved

- Stream Section Straight (2 lengths)
- Stream Section Curved (2 lengths)
- River Bnd'j" m rums

I each inc. vat.

Set 1 ■ GERMAN MACHINE GUNS

Set 2 • TEN JERRY CANS

Set 3 • AMERICAN AFV TOOLS

Set 4 ■ GERMAN PIONEER TOOLS

Set 5 - GERMAN VEHICLE

BREAKDOWN EQUIPMENT

Set 6 - SIXTEEN GERMAN SPARE

TRACK PLATES

Set 12 • BRITISH AFV TOOLS

Set 13 • SANDBAGS

The above sets are all priced at 12p

Set 7 • TOW CHAIN (70 scale feet)

priced at 18p

Set 482 - EIGHT JERRY CANS

(GERMAN) priced at 12p

Set 481 • TOW CHAIN (48 scale

feet) priced at 18p

Set 9 • GERMAN MACHINE GUNS

MG-34 12p
Set 10 • GERMAN MACHINE

GUNS MG-42 J2p
Set 11 - GERMAN 81mm MORTAR

Kit of parts 17p

Set 8 • TOW CHAIN (35 scale feet)

priced at 18p

•

Vacuum formed conversion sets for

modifying 1/76 scale AIRFIX kits.

CONV.I - Cast Hull and Sand

Shields for M3A1 LEE 25p
C0NV.2 - Cast Hull and Sand

Shields for M4A1 SHERMAN 25p

from leading

Hobby Stockists

R1 T34/76D
R2 T34/76F

R3 T34 8511
R4 SU-85

R5 SU-lOO

RIO BT7(1)
R11 BT-7(21

A new and expanding range of Micro-Armour designed by James C. Claik
- one of the originators of this small scale for war-gammg. Each model
IS precisely scaled and minutely detailed making them equally suitable
for use in micro-dioramas.

COMING SOON

• THE WORLD'S FINEST MICRO-ARMOUR • EXACT SCALE 1/285 MINIATURES

m course of pieparatio

G5 PjKofw 1VD 14p
G8 105mm Fk18 Gun 12p
GIG 75mm PAK 40 A T 12p
G11 Hetzer 16p

MERCATOR
Micro-Mold have been appointed UK
distributors for the large range of
Mercator Models. The first shipment

of these items will be arriving soon,

1:200 SCALE MERCATOR TANKS

1:1250 SCALE MERCATOR SHIPS

The above models are all finished m

correct colours and have become

some ot the most sought-after models
1 11 the world.

Mercator are also mtioducmg the
first of their Maxi-Tanks - a 1'lOth

scale Panther Ausf. G. Cast entirely
in metal and available m easy to

assemble kit form, it has been
designed specially for Radio Control
although it is equally suitable for
static display - always assuming you
can find room for it'

Details and prices obtainable bv
sending a S.A.E. to MICRO-MOLD.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

.1-2 UNIFAX WOODS WAY GORING-BY-SEA SUSSEX Tel: WORTHING 46999

WALL MODELS Ltd
Directors:

Eric W. Knowles

Ivy B. Knowies

373 High St. North, Manor Park, London El2 6PG Tel. 01-472 2508

Open to 6 p.m. each evening
Closed all day Thursday

WE SPECIALISE FOR THE WARGAMER

AND MILITARY FIGURE COLLECTOR

COLLECTOR RANGES

75 mm. Hinchliffe

WARGAMING RANGES

25 mm. Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe,
Garrison

54 mm. Hinchliffe, Lasset, Phoenix, Rose,
Sanderson

15 mm. Miniature Figurines
5 mm. Heroics, MicroTanks

MILITARY KITS IN 1/35th, 1/48th, 1/72nd & 1/76th scale & 1/700th scale warship.^ by
Bandai, Eidai, Fujimi, Hasegawa, Italaerei &Tamiya.

FLEETLINE 1/1200th scale waterline ships.

Mail Order Terms; Under £5 add 15p post Si packing. Over £5 post free.

Overseas Rate: 30% Surface IVIail, 60% Air Mail.



¥ Where all the leading makes, of model
soldiers. Flats, plastic and metal kits,
connoisseur and wargame figures are fully
stocked: together with all painting and

conversion accessories essential to the

Military Modeller.

We also stock, early British and Con
tinental antique toy soldiers, books,
uniform plates, old prints, bronzes and

porcelain of military interest.

'Under Two Flags'
4 St. Christopher's Place, Wigmore Street, London W.l.
Telephone: 01-935 6934

LATEST PUBLICATIONS AND MODELS FROM:
Arms & Armour, Almark, Biandford, Pan, Sphere, Osprey 'Men at Arms',
The Roman Army, The British Army In The Crimea, Wolfe's Army, The
Kings German Legion, together with all the series of these Informative

books.
'ZInnfiguren' by Neckel . . . Henry VIM . . . The Field of the Cloth
of Gold. A splendid historical renaissance panoply, also many other sets

by different makers.
Superb new model from 'Trophy' 17th Century Polish 'Winged Hussar'

and other imaginative quality castings.
New 54 mm. British Light Dragoon 1815 mounted on spirited horse in

combat by Minot.
British Light Infantrymen by Lasset, and alt that is the best in models
from: Sanderson, Men O' War, Rose, Series 77, Stadden, Hinton Hunt,
Ensign, Hinchliffe, Historex, (mrie/Risley, Garrison, Old Guard,

Greenwood & Ball.

t  I Open Mon.-Sat. 10-6 p.m
to 1 1 I - ■ ..i-i I I I

WIGMORE STREET -

||^.4

U UI T
OXFORD STREET -

Regret no lists
available but mall

orders supplied on

any specified items.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS
lAUJ MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

LTD.

May 1974 additions to Range

75mm FIGURES (75)
75/18 French T ' ' He Grenadiers, nonchalant pose, drum slung in position.

54mm FOOT FIGo.

F27 British W.W.I, gum... ying.shells in.canvas yoke.

'^25mm BRITISH NAPOLEOIMIC (BN)
BIM32 Rifleman running rifle at trail.
BN34 Line Sergeant.
BN40 Guard Light Company, standing firing.
BI\I41 Guard Light Company, advancing.
BINI42 Guard Light Company Officer, advancing.

Our recent 25mm releases have reached such high standards of design that we
have decided to remake many of our p-"' figures.

Below is a list of the ch^ .d,kes and we hasten to assure our past
customers that, although they u:" .aitely better in all respects, they will be very
compatible with all earlier figures of the same code number

BN1 BN10 BN17 BN24 BN57 FN41

BN2 BN11 BN18 BN40 BN58 FN42

BN3 BN13 BN20 BN55 BN60 FN43

BN5 BN14 BN23 BN56 FN40 FN45

BN6 BN16

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE AVAILABLE 50p FROM YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR 60p DIRECT FROM HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.

Wholesale Dept. now open at

SOLDIERS
36 KENNINGTON ROAD, LONDON S.E.1

Retail Dept maintained with weii over

100 Different fines
LAMBETH NORTH TUBE - NEAR IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM

SOLDIERS - 36 KENNINGTON ROAD - LONDON S.E.1.



i
FOR PLASTIC
MODELLERS

041 248 6686

247 ARGYLE ST., GLASGOW

26 SOUTH MALL, BIRMINGHAM SHOPPING CENTRE
(ABOVE NEW ST. STATION) 021 643 8604

148 Heinkel HE70F Blitz 1/72
ARGYLE/AIRMODEL 1/72

VACUFORM COMPLETE AND CONVERSION KITS. EACH KIT COMES WITH INSTRUC
TIONS AND A SIDE VIEW OF EACH AIRCRAFT. WITH THE ACCURACY FOR
THE EXPERIENCED MODELLER, YET MANY ARE SUITABLE FOR THE
BEGINNER. S.A.E. FOR FULL LISTS.

Complete Kit — £1.20 Conversion Kit — 55p

175 Douglas B-66 Destroyer144 Meteor F-8139 Grumman Tiger

Complete Kit — £1.99Fuselage/Canopy — 30p

153 Boeing Verlol

Fuselage/Canopy — £2.80Complete Kit — £1.10

190 RB-57F Canberra 25 Heinkel HE42

Complete Kit — £4.50Complete Kit — 70p125 Complete Kit — BOpComplete Kit — £1.99

128 Domier D027OUR NEW DECAL LIST

IS NOW AVAILABLE

LISTING THOUSANDS OF
DECALS —10p+S A E

40 ME 323 Gigant

NEW
Complete Kit — BOp181 Junkers JU86

m
NEW

Blisters. Cannons. Turret etc

Complete Kit — £4.50

173 T28 Troian

NEW
Complete Kit — £2.50

149 HE1112 •Zwilling'

Complete Kit — 70p

ARGYLE/RUB N BUFF

Silver Finish

Sliver paint patctiy'' Brush marks^
Wrinkled Metaiskin'' Can't get that
metallic hnish'? No more worries with
Rub N Butt One tube completes 30
1/72 planes Paint or Butt on — 67p tube

MAILORDER DEPT
ARGYLE MODELS,
247 ARGYLE ST.,
GLASGOW G28

Wings/Sections — 50p

Immediate courteous service. Money back
guarantee of satisfaction Please add S'-o
post and packing (min. lOp). Overseas
customers may deduct 10% from all orders
except books

NEW — COMPLETE KITS

204 Tracker/Trader £1.99
205 Grumman Tracer w/radome £1.99

186 Boeing 8-50 Comp 90p
152 Douglas 8-18 BOp
127 Vampire 2 Seat Night Fighter 35p
121 N A. F-86D Sabre 35p

HEROICS FIGURES
l/300th scale cast metal figurines. Strict scale, 1mm = 1ft

Romans

MARl Roman Legionaries
MAR3 Roman Lt Infantry

MAR4 Asiatic Archers

MAR5 Roman Cavalry

Napoleonic Wars
MFNl French Infantry

MFN4 French Voltigeurs
MFN5 Old Guard Grenadiers

MFN6 Chasseurs a Gheval

MFN2 Guard Lancers

MFN3 French Ft Artillery
MBNl British Infantry

MBN5 Highlanders
MBN4 British Riflemen

MBN2 British Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys

MBN3 British Ft Artillery

American Civil War

MACWl Federal Infantry

MACW2 Confederate Infantry

MACW3 Skirmishers

MACW4 Cavalry

MACW5 Artillery

Second World War Infantry _
CRl German Infantry

GR2 German Inf. Hy. Weapons

BRl British Infantry
BR2 British Inf. Hy. Weapons

Second World War Artillery

GAl Pak38, SdKfzlO & crews
GA2 8.8cm, SdKfz7 & crews
GA3 10.5cm fH, SdKfzll & crews

GA4 Pak38, SdKfz251 & crews
BAl 6pdr, Bren carr & crews
BA2 25pdr, Quad & crews

Each Pack contains 50-55 men or 21 cavalry, or 3, 4, or 6 guns.
See your local model shop, or we trade Mail Order. Send sae for lists.
Heroics Figures, 22 Mowbray Court, Mowbray Road, London SE19 2RL



PETER KEMPLAY
Military Miniatures - Paintings - Books - Prints

MAILORDER - DISTRIBUTION - EXPORT

The leading Specialist Distributors of Military Models in the U.K.
Dealers in fine military books, prints paintings and antiques. Com
plete studio service, painted figures, dioramas, chess sets, museum
display service.

11a CASTLEGATE

KNARESBOROUGH

YORKSHIRE

Tel: 2872

FRAMLINGHAM

WOODBRIDGE

SURREY

Tel: FRAM. 723708

Z

SPENCER-SMITH
MINIATURES
25 mm Plastic Wargames Figures -
the really inexpensive way of build
ing up enormous armies or 'dabbling'
m other periods!

Whilst these figures do not possess
the sharpness of detail achieved with
metal figures they aro extremely
cheap and capable of conversion to
many other types. All figures are
sold in bags as follows:-

NAPOLEONIC
Bag of 24 British Lifeguards (trotting)
Bag of 24 Lancers (galloping)
Bag of 24 Hussars (charging)
Bag of 80 Russlans/Prussl.^ns/Bavar-

ians infantry (mixer'
Bag of 80 French Inlanit^ les
mixed)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field & 2 Howitzei

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE

(suitable for conversion for Seven
Years' War)
Bag of 24 Field Officers Mounted

Bag of 24 Dragoons (4 off, 20
troopers)

Bag of 80 Infantry (3 mounted off,
6 foot off. 6 drummers, grenadiers
and batt. co. privates)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen and 4 cannon
(2 field and 2 howitzer)

Bag of 4 Cannon (2 field and 2
howitzer)

Bag of 80 Frontlermen and Indians
(3 types of each)

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

Bag of 24 Cavalry (walking) suitable
also as Staff officers

Bag of 80 Infantry (12 off, 6 buglers
plus enlisted men)

Bag of 30 Artillerymen (officers,
buglers and gunners)

MODERN ARMY

Bag of 80 Infantry (assorted officers,
riflemen, mortar gunners, machine
gunners, etc., etc.)

PRICES

Bag of 24 cavalry £1.20

Bag of 80 infantry £1.20

Bag of 30 artillerymen plus
4guns ... £1.60

Bag of 4 cannon £1.00

Bag of 30 artillerymen ... 60p

NEW! Now available
- the first of the Spencer-Smith 'Con
noisseur' range. More detail, hard
plastic at slightly higher prices:

Napoleonic
British Line Infantry.

Bag of 18 privates (adv. & firing)
1 officer, 1 sergeant

American War Indep.
Bag of 18 British Inf. (Grenadiers and
light infantry), 2 officers.
Bag of 18 British Infantry and Ameri
can Rangers, 2 officers.

Bag of 18 American Light Infantry (2
types), 2 officers.

Price per bag: 55p.
Other figures in preparation.

'RETREAT FROM CORUNNA'
Beautiful figures by Charles Stadden inspired by the
famous painting by J. P. Beadle. There are six
figures in the set, including one officer and the
ragged uniforms, bandaged wounds etc. bring alive
that famous episode during the Peninsula War. Each
figure is different.

Set of 6 figures:
Individual figures:

unpainted
£7.50

£1.25

painted
£30.00

£5.50

'  I S

MODEL MILITAIRE

NEW! FOR THE FIRST TIME - FLAGS
IN 54mm SCALE
Beautifully printed on fine self-adhesive fabric. Two flags per
sheet (Regt. and Union):
MC/1 4th Fool (K.O.) 1815
MC/2 23rd Foot (R. W. Fusil) 1815
Price: 90p per sheet.
Also in 25mm scale - a range of self adhesive flags - save time
and achieve perfect results. 35p per sheet of 12 flags in full
colour.

Napoleonic
Ri/1 British 1st Guards, 1st, 4th. 23rd, 30th. 92nd foot.
RI/2 British 2nd Guards, 3rd, 14th. 27th, 40th, 52nd foot.
RI/10 Prussian Infantry,
R1/14 French Line Infantry.
RI/20 Russian Infantry.

Ancient shield designs (transfers)
MA/1 1st Century Roman (6 designs - 25mm/54mm)
MA/2 Ciassical Greece (all different)
45p per sheet.

STADDEN 54mm FIGURES
lu more figures from this magnificent range - the largest in

the world. All figures are animated by hand and primed
ready for painting (also available painted):
ENGLISH CIVIL WAR
<EC 1 Prince Rupert <EC 4 Pikeman
<BC 2 Infantry Officer KEC 5 Musketeer
KEG 3 Infantry Drummer

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC
KNB 14 Trooper Light Dragoons, shako, service dress.
KNB 28 Highland Drummer, bonnet, kilt.
KNBS 45 Highland Standard Bearer.
KNB 38 Rifle Brigade Bugler.
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC
KNF 3 Marshal Ney (with musket in uniform worn during

retreat from Moscow).
KNF 14 Infantry Private (Spanish Campaign dress).
PRICES: Unpainted Painted
Foot figures £1.25 £5.50
Standard Bearers £2.50 £7.50

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
Accepted as standard works by numerous groups and societies
throughout the world:
RULES
Ancient 90p. 1750-1850 50p. 1925-75 Inf. action 50p.

1925-50 Armour/lnf. 85p
REFERENCE BOOKS
Armies of Macedonian/punic Wars £1.30
Armies/Enemies of Imp. Rome. £1.75
Warfleets of Antiquity £1.90
Setting up a Wargames Campaign £1.60
All the above books are extremely detailed and the result of
extensive research.

CATALOGUES
PETER KEMPLAY comprehensive mail order catalogue, over 60
pages, many lllus. listing Stadden figs (30mm, 54mm. 90mm),
Cameron, Lamming, Tradition.Model Milltaire, (Guardhouse.
Hinchliffe kits, numerous books, prints, paints etc. 50p post
free (Overseas: £1 or $2.50 by AIR)
Also separate Lamming list: 15p. Tradition list: 15p

Historex catalogue: 90p Rose catalogue: 75p
TRADE ENQUIRIES FOR: STADDEN. TRADITION LAMMING
MODEL MILITAIRE. W.R.G.. GUARDHOUSE, SPENCER-SMITH
MAIL ORDER INSTRUCTIONS

Min. order 50p (overseas £3) except catalogues
Postage: under £5 - 10% (min. lOp), over £5 - 5% (overseas

at cost)

TRADITION 25mm

WARGAME FIGURES
NEW NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY
British Infantry Officer
Highland Officer salul'mj
French Guard Lancer Trooper
French Elite Hussar Trooper
Scots Grey Trooper
Household Cavalry Trooper
(Horses: Galloping, trotting, standing)
and a reminder of those superb recent releases
;n the Ancient Range:

ROMAN CAVALRY
ARCl Heavy C.avalry Charging
ARC2 Medium Cavairy at rest
ARC3 Flavian Horse Archer ,ai rest
ARC4 Late Roman Heavy Cav. at rest
ARCS Laic- Roman Light Cav. at rest
ARC6 Late Roman Horse- Archer firing

GAULS (mounted)
AGC 1 Charging (spired helmet)
AGC 2 Charging (winged helmet)

NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERYMEN
5 figures m each group - Officer, rammer, ball,
match, lever:
French Guard Foot ArtiMery
French Guard Horse Artillery
Prussian Horse Artillery
Prussian Foot Artillery
Brunswick Foot Artillery
Austrian Foot Artillery
British Foot Arti l lery
British Horse Artillery

PRICES
Artillerymen

Cavalry. 20::

FULL CATALOGUE of figures covering many
periods- 25p

LAMMING
25mm scale Napoleonic equipment
range
C/9 British f)dr cannon 35p
C/10 British 10 pdr cannon 35p
C/11 British ammunttinr,. waggon 35p
C/12 British l imber 35p
C/13 French 8 pdr cannon 35p
C/14 French 12 pdr cannon 35p
C/15 French caisson 52p
C/16 French Howitzer 35p
C/18 French LirnOei- 23p

. . . and especially for

WATERLOO buffs!

Waterloo Battle Plans
Easily the most detailed

22naps (each 15in. <n i shows battle stage

The Great Cavalry Charges
Pamt your own superb batliescene fine tine
drawing printed on paper suitable for water
jolour. 22in. x 15in. Colouring instr, incl 'vCp

Campaign Prints
For colouring - Napoleon, Wel l ington, Ne-y.
Blucher (all mounted figures). 35p each or
LI.25 for set of four.

French Imperial Army 1813-1815 (Riehn)
50pp illus. card covers. Packed with masses of
reliable uniform detai l. Now a standard re
ference work. £1.35

Prints
We stock the full ranges of Hourtoullo. Le
Plumet and Knotel prints which deal principally
with Napoleonic subjects and are very high
quality, containing a great deal of rare detail.
Send 15p for full lists.

.  . . although we cater for ail tastes, we do
tend to specialise in Napoleonics. Why not
come and see it all at the

NORTHERN GARRISON
11a CASTLEGATE.

KNARESBOROUGH

YORKSHIRE



LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1
Telephone 01-734 1352

We are the makers of the world-famous military miniatures by
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Made In 30 mm, 54 mm and 90 mm scales. Available either painted, unpainted or in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most other leading makes of metal and plastic figures also in stock, plus large selection of
Britains , Elastolin' and other rare historical figures.
Tradition magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges, orders, decorations, drums, uniforms and paintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

When in London a visit to our showrooms is a must. Open six days a week.
Mon., Tues., Wed. and Fri. 9-6
Thursday 9.7
Saturday 9.5

If you are unable to visit us, the following catalogues are available:
Stadden 30 mm master list-20p
Stadden 54 mm master list - 35p

'Tradition' book of Model Soldiers - £1.65 (post free)

^  SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR ^
PETER KEMPLAY, FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlingham 723708

^ Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available on request, j

THE WARGAMES DEPARTMENT

CATERING FOR ALL WARGAMEVG NEEDS

On 1st March, TRADITION, London's leading dealers in militaria and model soldiers, moved into WARGAMING.
Our staff, wargamers themselves, are always happy to be of assistance.

In addition to the wide range of wargaming items from the leading manufacturers listed below, we also stock many
items from lesser-known ranges, both from home and abroad.

Figures, A.F.V.s and equipment by:

HINCHLIFFE, AIRFIX, FUJIMI, etc.

Rules by:

W.R.G., L.W.S., etc.

Books by:
DON FEATHERSTONE, CHARLES GRANT, TERRY WISE, BRIGADIER PETER YOUNG, ALMARK,

PROFILES, etc.

Accessories and paints etc by:
BELLONA, AIRFIX, MERIT, HUMBROL, etc.

MAIL ORDERS

We regret we ore unable to accept mail orders for under £3.00

Please add 10% for postage on all mail orders.



M I i M I

Ark Royal. Royal Navy hero o! so many early wartime battles at sea,
and the ship which the enemy claimed so many times to have sunk.
The superbly detailed Airfix kit is complete with planes and lull
armament.

Lancaster. This big R.A.F. bomber was the most outstanding of aii
Allied World War ii bombers, and spearheaded countless mass raids
over enemy territory, it makes a really magnificent Airfix model with
17 inch wingspan i

8th Army figures. Heroes of the North African campaign against
Rommei, the 'Desert Rats' achieved their greatest triumph at
Ei Aiamein. A terrific 48-piece set from Airfix.

i

1

Churchill Tank. A mighty 40 ton warrior, the Churchiii tank took part in
many actions following the D. Day landings in 1944. Build it with Airfix i

1/24th scale HURRICANE Mk.1.

During the Second World War the Hawker
Hurricane, powered by a Rolls Royce Merlin
II I engine, proved to be one of the toughest
and most reliable fighter aircraft in service.
Now you can build if with a great new highly
detailed 1 /24th scale kit from Airfix,

CONSTRUCTION KITS
Just like the real thing!

Get Airfix kits from toy
shops, model shops

and F. W. Wool worth-
ask for the big new
catalogue. Look out,
too, for the Airfix

Magazine,!5p monthly,

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


